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„Andrie”
…trying not to become a man of success, but rather a man of value. (Albert E.)

Studera(3)
This page is obsolete.
Please follow the link to get updates on this topic.
This topic has moved to http://andreineculau.com/go/studera/.
Discussions have moved to a Facebook page.
A petition has been initiated to improve things at http://andreineculau.com/blog/2008/04/studeranu-petition/.
This page is merely a follow-up on the comments for Studera(2).
This measure has been implemented due to high load-time on the main page.
So, please add your comments on the process of Admission to Higher Studies in Sweden here. You can still browse the most useful
information on the previous pages, without adding more comments on it.
Edit this entry.

Responses
@ Andrei : thanks
I am not really clear !
I applied to
International Business Management
180cr, Day-time, 100%
Study programme
Normal teaching
Mälardalen Univerity,
Västerås
I have received a message :You have been granted an exemption from the basic requirements for this course/program. The decision
applies to this term.
SG : BG
MR 16,20
I wonder if you can tell me What this message means !
Edit Comment
By: kendu on 20080403
at 12:04:30
@kendu
That is a normal (day-time, 100%, 180credits) programme, which means you will start 1st of September, which means autumn!
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080403
at 12:06:33
@all
Guys, thanks for your strive.
As you see, this is the 3rd page for comments on Studera.
I have to apologize for the way things went - first of all I didn’t expect such a turn-over from a blog page to a “forum chain of
comment-driven pages”
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End of April will bring a nice change hopefully.
Best of luck!
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080403
at 12:11:12
@ Andrei
I can understand that my programme is processing. And I will get admission on 22, April.
right?
Edit Comment
By: kendu on 20080403
at 12:12:27
@kendu
While I cannot guarantee your admission - I can tell you for sure that you are “in the game”. Meaning that your application will be
taken into consideration when the list of “accepted students” will be drawn.
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080403
at 12:36:42
For whom who applied Jonkoping this term that i’m pretty sure the UTL stands for Foreign Student and 8xx for Business as my 2
options are marked: SG: UTL - MR: 848.
Still each school have their own code for SG and MR and there is nothing to do with studera.nu with this.
Please contact ur univrs for ur information.
I think it’s better to check ur e-mail cos’ 2 of my friends already got acceptances from Uppsala which were sent directly from the
school even when the status on studera marked as “application in process”
Edit Comment
By: Doodoo on 20080403
at 13:40:33
Hello guys.
Is anybody applying for Software Engineering @ Chalmers?
I got a MR = 100 and SG = INT08
any idea?
Edit Comment
By: vick on 20080403
at 15:06:31
@Andrie
these visitor locations under “my yard” are amazing, really. all world is watching at you
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080403
at 15:25:48
hii frds
i am also in same situation.i have received 16 msges but no any text is displayed their.i can’t read that msges.wat is means by this.my
application was reached at time at studera but from late feb my status in MR is application in process in all the 8 coures for which i
have applied.but i have recived one msg from kth at studera that i fullfill all the requiremetns and they will consider me for this
term.but after that no any msg and no any change in my MR status.is it must to chnage your application status time to time.im really
worried for it.plzzz if any one have information regarding this plzz help me.you can talk to me on my yahoo id
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parvingill_20@yahoo.com also.
Edit Comment
By: parry on 20080403
at 16:12:17
@parry,
If KTH accepted you application there is nothing to worry about. However, if you feel uncomfortable with absence of further
information on studera, just get in touch with studera and ask
Alex
Edit Comment
By: Svr77 on 20080403
at 16:45:22
@parry,
Which KTH´s Master are you applying for?? just curiosity… I’am applying for production engg.
Edit Comment
By: bmx12 on 20080403
at 16:53:59
@Sepideh
Yes, about 2 weeks later it changed to ‘application in process.’ I assume this occurred after my transcript was scanned in.
One of my programmes in European Affaires now says I am unqualified again…but i think this is because I have a history degree and
not a poli sci one.
Edit Comment
By: katie - Canada on 20080403
at 17:09:19
please help me. I have got : “Specific Requirements Not Met” . I applied to KTH only and I have sent all documents attested by an
university professor . Is that not enough? what should I do?
Edit Comment
By: prasannapati on 20080403
at 17:21:32
I have just received unoffocial admission via email from Uppsala’s History Department for the Roads to democracy programme. I’m
not sure that anyone else here has applied to that programme, but I thought I’d let you know that other departments may be sending
out emails too! They said they were doing this because of the delays with the administration and other problems.
Katie
Edit Comment
By: katie - Canada on 20080403
at 18:16:36
@katie
Congratulations.
Edit Comment
By: Young Red Rabbit on 20080403
at 18:32:16
I just received this ,,,
Master Programme with Specialisation in Embedded Systems
60cr, Day-time, 100%
Study programme
Normal teaching
Kristianstad University,
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Hässleholm
SG: AP ,,,,,,,,, MR:0
MASTER’S PROGR IN SYSTEM-ON-CHIP (SOCWARE), 120.0p
120cr, Day-time, 100%
Study programme
Normal teaching
Linköping University,
Linköping
SG: GRP1 ,,,,,,,,, MR:999
What it is?
Edit Comment
By: Fahad on 20080403
at 20:16:32
@Kendu
Did u also applied for Analytical Finance programme in Malardan.
Edit Comment
By: Mani on 20080403
at 20:36:59
@Katie - Canada
Congratulations!!!
What was the priority of that university? First choice or lower?
Edit Comment
By: Stas on 20080403
at 21:51:21
@katie-canada
Congrats!
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080403
at 23:02:34
@ Sepideh & Behrang
hey , glad to see you guys here, as far as i know most of persians prefer applyabroad forum . but Andrie’s blog is by far more reliable
. i will be glad to be in contact with you two .
de_felicita @ yahoo . com
Edit Comment
By: al on 20080404
at 0:58:09
@Katie - Canada
Contratulations!!
Edit Comment
By: Jesús José on 20080404
at 2:51:54
Hi all,
I apply to LiU and have something similar to yours( SG: GPR1, MR: 999). Could you tell me what they mean?
Cheers!
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Edit Comment
By: Vris on 20080404
at 5:23:08
@Vris
I have also received same but also donot know what it means ,,, but most probably it means some thing goos
check my previous post
Edit Comment
By: Fahad on 20080404
at 6:55:10
Pheeew… Today all my application statuses changed to ‘Application in process’.
So, sometimes if your status changes to ‘Unqualified’ this actually means it’s being updated. I did not even have to call them.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080404
at 9:04:08
@Katie - Canada: My congratulations!
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080404
at 9:07:53
@vick
I applied for Software Engineering @ Chalmers.
I got MR = 700 and SG = INT08
Edit Comment
By: Masoud on 20080404
at 9:10:55
@parri-All
As I talk directly to studera, blank messages are the malfunction of the system and they mean nothing so don’t pay attention to them!
Edit Comment
By: behrang on 20080404
at 9:14:15
@Postmodernist
Can you send me an email? Thanks
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080404
at 9:32:43
@ Katie-canada
CONGRATULATIONS!!!
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080404
at 10:32:28
@ Andrie : thanks for your kind support . I like the sound ” in the game”
@ Mani : of course, I did. and did so you?
good to know you
Edit Comment
By: kendu on 20080404
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at 10:41:43
@Postmodernist
Exactly that happend to my status too.
Have you received any new messages now saying they have youe English test or undergraduate degree?& Is the following message
still shown at the end of your page?
Messages
Your messages/queries
We regret to inform you that your application does not meet with the requirements for admission. - You have not adequately
documented the required knowledge of English. (If documents regarding this are provided, you may disregard the statement above.)
Sincerely Admissions Office
Thanx
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080404
at 10:54:31
@Sepideh
I have 2 messges but i cannot read them. How did you do???
Edit Comment
By: Krt_u on 20080404
at 11:28:34
@ Krt_u
Well,actually I did nothing,the message was shown at the bottom of my page.It had no problem
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080404
at 11:59:38
@Krt_u
Login through swedish language studera .
If still they do not appear ,Donot bother about them.
Here is the link for login
https://www.studera.nu/aw/toAccount.do?lang=sv
Edit Comment
By: Mani on 20080404
at 12:00:06
Yes the one i received notice from was my first choice. In studera is still says ‘Application in process’ while other i havereceived
MR. So don’t fret! We all know the system is behind, but just because its not showing up on studera, doesnt mean the school aren’t
looking at it.
I’m not sure but I assume that since I received admission to my first choice I will not receive any other? (In canada you can receive
admission to all your choices, the ranking is only done so that they know how likely you are to accept your offer of admission.)
Edit Comment
By: katie - Canada on 20080404
at 14:38:06
Hello guys:
I´d appreciate you to give me a clue. When I login studera swedish version I have the message below:
Förekommande urvalsgrupper
INT08 - Mastermeritvärde 08
However, my status is still “Application in process”, it confuses me. Has anybody received a message like this?
I´m applying to KTH and Chalmers.
Thank you in anticipation
Edit Comment
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By: FERNANDO on 20080404
at 15:09:21
@FERNANDO
you should also see the SG=INT08 in at least one of the programs in your list. This was the case with me. take another look at your
list.
BTW, Mastermeritvärde is “Master merit värde” “master qualification value”. very informative!!
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080404
at 15:15:23
Hi guys !
I’m from outside of EU.
Someone said I need a Visa before entering to Sweden. other said I have to have a resident permission.
I think I just need a Visa, after I enter to Sweden, I must apply for a resident permission?
What do you know about the rule?
Edit Comment
By: kendu on 20080404
at 15:18:09
@Kendu
You will need a “student visa”.
Edit Comment
By: vick on 20080404
at 15:42:52
Anyone applying to Lund should pre-register for housing here http://cfsrv10.cfadm.lu.se/apply/preregistration.htm
You can also pre-register for the international mentor program and the Swedish language/culture course.
Edit Comment
By: fernando on 20080404
at 15:54:43
@fernando
I think it would be too early to apply for this, first we have to get an indication if we got an admission or not. If every one starts filling
up this form and most of the people don’t really get to go to LU then it would be an administrative overhead sorting the list.
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080404
at 16:05:32
@all,
Hi,
what you guys do, if you get the following message, I have all the documents + supported documents. please let me know! thanks in
advance.
“We regret to inform you that your application does not meet with the requirements for admission. - You do not fulfil the requirement
of earlier studies at least up to a level corresponding to three years of study at a Swedish university, i e a Bachelor’s degree
equivalent to a Swedish Kandidatexamen (180 HE credits) from an internationally recognised university (according to Unesco).
Sincerely, Admissions Office”
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080404
at 16:23:56
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@parri
Hi
agar irooni hasti,mishe begi baraye madrake lisanset,chi ferestadi?manzooram ineke daneshnamato tarjome kardi ya ooni ke roosh
neveshte govehie payane tahsilat?
Thanx
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080404
at 16:40:04
Hi Guys
Just had a talk with a Proffesor in Sweden ,according to him if will recive “will be deleted” ,if you have got admission from
University of Higher priority or if you dont qualify.I hope u guys find it useful .
Edit Comment
By: Thomas on 20080404
at 17:10:09
I applied to 5 Master courses in Fall 2008 and Jonkoping University is one of the Uni that I enrolled into. Its policy allows me to sent
my Ielts no later than 15.March 2008 while the others requires the deadline for application is 1.Feb 2008. the facts that, I got the
overall 5.5 at the first exam so that I sent all the other related documents to studera before 1.Feb 2008 but my Ielts. Spontaneously, I
wrote the letter to these Universities and got the response that I would apply english result no later than 15,March,2008.Moreover, I
took another exam and got 6 for the second one. Currently, my second Ielts result also came to studrea address 2 weeks ago but my
status on studera still has been UNQUALIFIED because of specific document (means Ielts result) not to be fulfilled.
My situation is extremely faint no matter how hard HJ Admission letter tried to persuade me. they advised me being patient but I
can’t.
Please tell me what i should do?
thank you so much.
Edit Comment
By: trang nguyen on 20080404
at 17:35:41
Hi everyone ,
I am a computer engineering graduate , with a CGPA of 3.87 , summa cuma lumde distinction . My IELTS band score is 7. I sent my
documents well before time , and I guess it reached them by first week of february .
I got the confirmation too , that , they recived my application.
I have applied in 6 subjects in KTH ,namely wireless,internetworking ,
system on chip design , information & communication security
and 2 in chalmers.
But, still today , my status says , “application in process”
. I am not understanding whats the problem .
can anyone please suggest me , whats wrong ,or whats going on ?
your reply will be highly appreciated .
Edit Comment
By: imran on 20080404
at 17:55:12
@All
Finally I got the “Application in Process” status with 16 messages that can not be seen. I am quite relieved now and would be waiting
for the final result.
Edit Comment
By: Noman on 20080404
at 18:02:32
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@ trang nguyen
you should read again the requirement.
I think you need IELTS 6.5 for Master courses or programmes.
Edit Comment
By: kendu on 20080404
at 18:20:13
@imran
Just wait, eventually the admissions officers will look at your documents and emit their assesment. If your documents arrived on time,
you’ve got nothing to fear. Especially with a summa cum laude.
Many more people on this blogorum (blog + forum :P) are also waiting for the “application in process” to turn into MR’s..
Talking via im with vick yesterday he told me he had noticed that they seem to update statuses every Thursday. I think that may be
true, because it seems to me that whenever I receive a change in my status it’s always Thursday.. odd, very odd.
@kendu
Every non-EU citizen will need a “Residence permit for studies at university or college”, that takes between 8 and 10 weeks to be
processed, and you need to have it stamped on your passport before arriving in Sweden.
Look up the Swedish embassy page specific to your country:
http://swedenabroad.com/
Anyway the general requirements for non-EU people to get a student are:
- Sufficient funds for the whole programme, either in a grant (scholarship, etc.) or in a savings (debit) account in your name.
According to the embassy page specific to México, only scholarships and debit accounts are accepted, no inversions, nothing else. By
“sufficient funds”, it is stated that you need the money for the whole of your studies minus 2 months for each year (i.e. 20 months if
your master programme lasts 2 years), and for each year the Swedish embassy calculates a total of 73,000 SEK, ( 146,000 SEK for 2
years ~ 25,000 USD approx, pending fluctuations). A good page for calculating how much it is in your home country’s currency is
http://www.xe.com/ucc/convert.cgi .
- Admission letter from a Swedish university. Since no formal letter will be sent over the mail this year according to the
semi-automatic replies most people have received after sending e-mails to studera, I suppose a printout or something of that sort will
replace the admission letter.
- Medical insurance if your studies last less than a year. If your studies last more than a year, I read somewhere that you can register
with their social services. Still, I think it’s a good idea to have medical insurance because some Swedish embassy pages seem to
differ and also in case you slip on the ice when getting off the plane or on your way to register with their social services or whatever
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080404
at 19:06:02
@imran
just be patient.. dnt worry ..when they say ‘application in process’ they mean tht they r workin with ur docs..i think ur docs hav just
got scanned.
by the way where r u from?
@Noman
congrat! they recieved ur docs on 13th feb right?
i guess our docs were delivered by DHL on the same day..
well..none of my programs hasnt seen any progress so far and I am almost freakin out
keep updated
Edit Comment
By: miki on 20080404
at 20:48:02
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@ Sepideh
there is no need to do pachekhari.
there r also very reliable and useful information on applyabroad as same as here.
anyway. enjoy of being here.
All the best
Edit Comment
By: Nark on 20080404
at 21:42:05
@Andrei
I’d like to thank you once again for your great effort of putting this blogs together that were of a great interest to everyone and I’d
really like to know if you don’t mind where your application is at as of now and what programs are you applying for??
personally all my programs are finance related “I’ve posted them before” and i have “App in process in all of them” so what about
you??
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080404
at 22:40:04
@Fernando
This is very kind of you Fernando but like Hatim has already mentioned, it might be too early to register since we’re not sure yet
we’re in.
I have saved the address and hopefully I’ll use it when the time is right. thank you one more time
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080404
at 22:45:41
Someone could help me translating to english the next text, is the explanation of my Selection Group Name for Göteborg University.
Thanks a lot. “Akademiska poäng
AP
I urvalsgruppen AP konkurrerar du som redan har läst på universitet eller högskola.
För anmälan till vårterminen 2008 görs meritvärderingen utifrån antalet avklarade poäng enligt det gamla poängsystemet. Det betyder
att minst 5 och max 150 av de högskolepoäng som du har vid sista anmälningsdag, kommer att ingå i ditt meritvärde.
Urvalsgruppen AP är vanlig vid antagningen till kurser. “
Edit Comment
By: David on 20080404
at 23:44:24
High to all.
Umea university has finalised there admissions and have mailed notices to all applicants about their admissions or rejections.
My few friends applied there but none of them got admission.
They have sent mails so chk out your mail box if you had applied there. They have no connection with STUDERA so contact their
admission office.
Take care
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080405
at 0:04:52
@Kamran
this is absolutely untrue. I’m applying to umea and received no acceptance or rejection mail!
who is the source of your information?
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080405
at 0:53:13
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Hi Bassel.
Its truth i have seen mails sent by UMEA myself and you may confirm about it by making call to admssion office. My friends Nomee
and few others applied and all of them have received emails from UMEA admission office about their decision.
Did you apply through STUDERA as my friends told me that we had to apply directly not through Studera (reason why i couldnt
apply).
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080405
at 2:05:01
@Kamran
I applied through studera. but this is not logical because when applying I clicked “apply online” at UMU website. see

http://www.utbildningar.umu.se/pluto/portal/SelmaPortlet/_rp_SelmaPortlet_row1_col1_p1_tabflag/1_progNormal/_rp_SelmaPortlet_row1_col1
if you clicked “apply online” you’d be directed to studera.nu!!
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080405
at 2:15:16
@ kamran
You mean they are done giving admission in “all ” programs ? cause i thought they would have rough time making the deadline 29th
and even I was ready for some extension on that .
Edit Comment
By: al on 20080405
at 2:33:46
@DAVID
here goes the translated text in ENGLISH
“Academic points (AP)
In the selection group AP competes you that already has read on universities or college.
For announcement to the spring term 2008 is done the qualification value on the basis of the number over points according to the the
old point system.
It means that least 5 and maximum 150 of the college points that you have wide last report day, will be included in your qualification
worth.
The selection group AP is the common wide admission to courses.”
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080405
at 3:33:22
@Trang nguyen
If u can’t b patience, they’ll make u patient
so better act upon wht thy saying n stay cool
@Stas
am i right??
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080405
at 3:53:52
Dear Bassel, i am right, please open this page and read first line below APPLICATION heading. It is mentioned that all no european
students should send their documents directly to the university while at the bottom para it is written for european students to apply
through STUDERA. This was the reasong why i didnt applied and if you and other friends have applied through STUDERA then i
would like to have their interesting comments as well after having a look at following UMEA univeristy website.
http://www.umu.se/phmed/epidemi/utbildning/mph-applications.htm
and dear Bassel i am right at my place.
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@ al
It is mentioned at following link that all non european applicants will be informed before 15th April thats why all of my friends and
related people have gotten replies from admission office but possibly they are mailing and you may get one till 15th April. They are
not following studera for non european students as far as my knowledge is concerned with following proving link:
http://www.umu.se/phmed/epidemi/utbildning/mph-applications.htm
@ All
One of my friend applied late that is on 3rd Feb and his documents reached sweden on 18th feb (again late). His application status
showing Application in process (with late application mark in red).
So i would suggest you all that be calm and follow this rule “WAIT AND HOPE FOR THE BEST” but if your aim is to passing your
time by discussion and calming yourself by having comments about your queries then its ok otherwise i dont think that anybdy’s
comments are perfect in this blog.
Pray for me as well, requesting all of you.
Take care and my prayere are with you all so that we could meet in sweden with best possible and loving relationship.
Regards
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080405
at 4:11:11
hi all
i have one question to u all
that my documents was received on 1st of February by Studera by my status yet not changed
it’s says “NOT PROCESSED”
when i call studera they said don’t worry be patient and wait till 29th.
so guys what should i do now. because i think every one of u got ” APPLICATION IN PROCESS”
what about me??
am i in game
or out
???
Edit Comment
By: M.Shafiq on 20080405
at 5:52:00
@ Nark
Thanx for your comment,however it was so irrelevant,as you are not aware of my application problem.
Always get sure that you know the problem & then give nice comments!
Thanx
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080405
at 5:58:44
@imran
im also in same situation.i have aapplied for ICT,internetworking and infor and comm security at KTH.my application was also
reached in first week of feb and application in process from long time.no updates their.i think KTH has not give any type of updates
in any course.mostly the students who has applied at kth has application in process nothing else.
Edit Comment
By: parry on 20080405
at 6:50:41
@ Fahad
Yeah, i have emailed to LiU but i do not receive a reply yet. I think that we should be patient at the time being and hope for the best.
Edit Comment
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By: Vris on 20080405
at 7:56:02
I am having much fun tracking my little envelope of supporting documents as it make its way around the world…doing more
travelling that I have ever done!!!
Monday it was in Auckland, Tuesday in London, Wednesday in Leipzig, Thursday in Helsinki and finally Sweden. Hopefully I will
get some sort of delivery confirmation soon and I can stop stressing about it getting to the right place.
Edit Comment
By: Deb on 20080405
at 8:41:50
Got
>>>
International Migration and Ethnic Relations (5th choice)
SG: APAV
MR: 180
>>>
aand 13 ‘ghost’ messages
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080405
at 9:50:59
@Deb
where you from?
New Zealand?
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080405
at 10:33:50
HI
(plz tell me wat are ur comments about it)
i have one question to u all
that my documents was received on 1st of February by Studera by my status yet not changed
it’s says “NOT PROCESSED”
when i call studera they said don’t worry be patient and wait till 29th.
so guys what should i do now. because i think every one of u got ” APPLICATION IN PROCESS”
what about me??
am i in game
or out
???
Edit Comment
By: M.Shafiq on 20080405
at 11:06:34
@Sepideh: No, the only message displayed at the bottom of my account is one saying
‘You have indicated that you have applied for a course/programme at http://www.studera.nu before. Unfortunately, there is no record
of your previous application in our system. Blah-blah-blah.’
[which is not a problem: I ticked this box by mistake and informed Studera about that, just like lanjoe9 did]
So far I did not receive any other ‘real’ messages.
Studera received most of my docs (incl. TOEFL scoresheet and a copy of my diploma) long before the deadline. However, my
official transcript reached them on Feb 14-15.
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I think it has taken them so long to merge, scan in and verify (someone mentioned that they do this) all of my docs because I sent
them in 3 separate packages.
If you submitted all your docs on time but your IELTS/TOEFL results reached them later, your application is still likely to be
considered, depending on the university’s policies. I recommend that you contact both Studera (via the portal or by phone) and your
first-priority programme admissions and ask.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080405
at 11:29:48
@miki
Yeah right our documents reached studera on same day i.e. 13th Feb and we received the confirmation email on same day i.e. 12th
March. I have called studera many times to inquire about my application status but they are saying that wait for the final results and
don’t pay attention to the status before 29th April.
Edit Comment
By: Noman on 20080405
at 11:30:24
@Vris
yes, you r right. We should be patient.
“Hopeing for Best and Preparing for the Worst”
Edit Comment
By: fahadislam2002 on 20080405
at 11:38:47
@Shafi: Hey fellow, the key is r’n'w (relax and wait) - go hiking or bicycling, or probably scuba-diving. At that, make sure to leave
your wi-fi laptop home so it does not disturb your rest
You can rely on Studera. If you submitted all the needed docs and they confirmed that there are no errors with processing them, feel
free to forget the http://www.studera.nu address completely until ~April 29.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080405
at 11:42:25
thnx
ya u r very right i should show some patient and ya i should act on the Magic Formula and rely on Studera and will act on Magic
Formula of Andrei (R+W(p))
hope for good things will come
Regards to all
Edit Comment
By: M.Shafiq on 20080405
at 11:54:10
@miki,parry
thnks 4 ur reply . I m pretty pissed off on KTH,CHALMERS.
I dont understand,what makes the process so long.
I m from bangladesh , & working in telenor .
I hav got some time constraints , cause, I hav applied in other uni’s outside sweden , and I hav to let them know my intention if I
wannna attend my classed there ,
but my first priority is sweden , anyways thnks & gudluck to everyone .
& whr r u 4rm miki?
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U CAN CATCH ME ON kiaziz2002@hotmail.com
Edit Comment
By: imran on 20080405
at 13:01:48
@Kamran
I think this only applies for the school of public health. not to other schools. otherwise they’d have stated this clearly in the pages of
other programs as they did for this one.
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080405
at 13:32:26
@Kamran
Always make sure about about what u r saying and then give your comments!!!
The link u ‘ve provided is only for Master of Public Health Programme. If u looked at any other programme u ‘ll see that “apply
online link” will redirect u to STUDERA website.
Edit Comment
By: Young Red Rabbit on 20080405
at 13:40:59
@all
got this today;
Master Programme in Economics (Two Years)
Högskolan i Jönköping,
Unqualified Exception
Messages: We regret to inform you that you do not fulfill the requirement to the selected programme.
no problem with me, after all this was my eight choice, impressive to see that they work on the week-ends as well
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080405
at 16:08:39
@soufiane
This is odd, a friend of mine got a change in status today as well !!. I’m gonna check my account right away.
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080405
at 16:19:54
national admission system s*cks!
stupid stupid idea!
Edit Comment
By: King on 20080405
at 16:24:20
@king
Agree.
@Andrie
is it possible to have a poll in this blog about this issue. let’s see what do people think about it.
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080405
at 18:02:43
I do agree , let have a poll. it really …., u know !!!
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Edit Comment
By: imran on 20080405
at 18:06:00
King thanks to everyone!
and he is really worried! cause he got an exception and unqualified! apparently for no reason!
Edit Comment
By: King on 20080405
at 18:27:20
@King
I don’t think you should blame National Admissions Office for whatever problems you are experiencing right now. You have to
understand that they received an overwhelming number of applications this year. Moreover, this is the first time that they are
implementing this system for all universities in Sweden. You should also try to see things in a positive note. Costs are minimized as
you only need to send one application package for all the programs you are interested in. At the same time, slots are more readily
available as once a student qualifies for one program, his/her slot for the other programs will be readily available for others.
Edit Comment
By: Elle on 20080405
at 18:41:06
@Elle
King still thinks, there is only one to blame here and that’s National Admission Office!
Hail Sweden National Admission System!
Edit Comment
By: King on 20080405
at 19:33:49
I got a change on my application, now I have a SG:MU and MR:4,0 in my second choice.
Supposly this happen only if all entrance requirements are met, so this mean that I will be accepted in this university if my first
choice fail??
Greetings from Mexico.
Edit Comment
By: Ivan on 20080405
at 20:04:02
@King: hey, stop this.
You behave as if Studera owed you something, but in fact _we_ owe them really much as they provide so many students from
developing (as well as developed) countries an opportunity to study in Sweden _for free_.
Processing half of a million applications for some 2 months must be a hell lot of work. And I’m sure that at least half of these
application packages are as confused as mine
Plus, keep in mind that the Swedish culture (and administration) are based on perfect order and accuracy. This way the system must
be as optimized as possible at this (first) stage of its development.
*offtopic*
I just imagined what if any of the CIS governments were to implement something like the VHS National Admissions. Hehe, I bet it
would be a bureaucratic monster demanding the applicants to submit 100 stupid references, perfectly corrupted, absolutely
non-transparent, totally messed and slow as the evolution of dinosaurs.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080405
at 21:57:42
Thanks Tuffy, good luck with your application!!!
Edit Comment
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By: David on 20080405
at 22:04:36
@Postmodernist
King says.. bla bla and bla bla bla….
Edit Comment
By: King on 20080405
at 22:32:35
@Ivan
Well, you’re “in the game” (i.e. your docs are OK) but “not quite there” yet, as most of the people in this blogorum.
What is your second choice programme?
I’ve been rated 100 in CompSci in Göteborg U, and “100,0″ in Game AI, in BTH. We (the people I know through msn) are trying to
figure out what these numbers mean, but honestly we’ve got next to no idea.
The final result will be given by the 29th of April.
Greetings from México too! (add me to your MSN: lanjoe9@hotmail.com)
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080405
at 23:42:44
@king
come on man please, postmodernist have posted comments more than everyone in this blog and helped with the most he could give,
so please don’t get yourself in this low-level discussion “bla bla bla” and respect yourself, ain’t no country like Sweden, if you wanna
criticize something, that would be you, and I’m pretty sure most people here agree with me if not all all of them
it’s probably your first comment on this blog, so why don’t you leave this area and concentrate on your language skills
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080405
at 23:53:48
@King
Although I agree with you about the central admission system. I’d like to state that I find your last comment to postmodernist
completely inappropriate.
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080406
at 1:44:14
@all
does anyone confirm any change in application status during weekends?!! are they working 24/7 ?
Edit Comment
By: al on 20080406
at 2:07:13
@al
I doubt it, it seems to me that they keep a very specific schedule. However, I’ve seen updates happening during weekends. I think
that’s the only time they work out of schedule. Still, that may change if they feel their time is starting to run out, I suppose
I find the central admissions system a good idea with an improvable (i.e. “can be improved” implementation. However, this is their
first try, and even if they seem slow, they’re actually doing lots of work. I’m sure that if we suggest them ways to make it better, it
will be much, much better next year.
And “king”, please stop it now. You’re not being constructive, this blogorum is for helping each other. There are many better places
for flame wars (IRC is much more fun, guaranteed or your money back ).
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080406
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at 2:33:06
@al
I don’t think they work during weekends Don’t forget that Studera (VHS) only handles the scanning process as well as supervises
the whole process, but rating is given by unis, and people working there do not work during weekends.
So, no status changes during weekends. If there are any, I guess it’s due to some kind of system update.
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080406
at 2:34:55
@ lanjoe9
Have you received a message such as this from BTH in your studera profile?
“Thank you for applying to BTH! Do note that when arriving to BTH you are obligated to show you original transcripts and degree
certificate.”
If so, how much time did it take for your application to change from “Application in Process” to giving you an MR & SG after
receiving such a message?
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080406
at 2:45:07
@lanjoe9
&
@Bassel
&
@soufiane
&
@Postmodernist
King says, “Good Luck!”
Edit Comment
By: King on 20080406
at 4:14:40
@ Fahad
I hope to hear some good news from you soon.
With my best regards
Edit Comment
By: Vris on 20080406
at 5:38:51
@ Tuffy : thank you so much but I seem to be the ant on the fried pan. we’re coming so close to the deadline of getting the
acceptance from the University but my application standstill stays the same so that I wonder whether or not could my application be
transfered to the Admission Office of each university that I’ve enrolled into ?How many percentage of hope for the UNQUALIFIED
APPLICATION like mine?
Anyway, you’re right, being patient is the only thing that I can do now.
@Kendu: The requirement of English result for applying in Master course in Sweden is just 6.0 overall.
Edit Comment
By: trang nguyen on 20080406
at 6:09:16
@ Trang
I share with you your concern and wish you very good luck with your application!
Edit Comment
By: Vris on 20080406
at 6:41:59
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@aussie
I never got that message, probably because I sent an original certificate. Still, I’ll bring with me my degree (and another original
certificate), just to be sure
I think it’s been like 3 weeks or more since my app changed from “not processed” to ” Application in process” and finally to a
numeric MR. I can’t remember..
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080406
at 7:54:07
@ Postmodernist
Thanx
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080406
at 11:31:00
@ Aussie;
In my view you have been selected. Congratulations.
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080406
at 11:53:56
Is here anyone who has applied for MScs at CTH?
Did your status change?
Edit Comment
By: hemmers on 20080406
at 14:12:10
@King
I apologize my self if I showed some kind of attitude and wish you the very best as well, this couple of months have been the most
stressful months in my whole life “not just me” but I’m still keeping it together.
My application package was perfectly prepared and ready even before the application period started “dec 1st”, by dec 15th I received
confirmation that my documents have already reached Sweden and ever since one week unqualified, exception, next week “app in
process” and so on and so forth…
It’s been over 4 weeks now that there is no single change in my application status, but hey it’s the first implementation of this
centralized system and trust me, it cost millions of dollars to implement such a system, “Wall-mart invested over 300 million dollars
to centralize its database” and it takes even greater effort to make it perfectly alligned and updated when you have something like 50
000 applications from all around the world. furthermore, if Sweden can not do it, nobody could, and I’m pretty confident that
everything is going to be fine by the deadline, and eventually there are going to be nice improvements for the the next years to come.
Patience, patience, and patience. good luck to you one more time, hopefully everything will be all right to all of us and all this stress
will be worth it.
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080406
at 17:13:01
@sepide !
Are on id man too yahoo bood behrang_t !!
add kon ke sohabat konim!
Edit Comment
By: behrang on 20080406
at 18:35:37
@hemmers
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it seems that KTH & CTH were two of the universities receiving more quantity of applications.
I applied for two MSc’s in CTH and one of them still remain with the status unchanged: “Application in Process” (Electric Power
Engineering).
However, the other one has already been changed, probably because I didn’t fullfill the requirements needed (Sustainable Energy).
Edit Comment
By: Levi on 20080406
at 19:08:49
the problem with orebro university got resolved. however, the status hasn’t yet changed. the issue as I understood it was that the
admission office print portion of the documents and hand them to the admissions committee. in my case not all the necessary
documents were printed. only 6 papers out of 36 papers of the “syllabus and subject description document” were handed to the
admissions committee the first time.
The other update is that I got unqualified in two programs in BTH, but this time it was fair
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080406
at 19:53:35
@ levi
Hi, I was nearly going to do the same mistake, “sustainable energy” program is not related to electrical power engineering and it’s
somehow about environment (is it??) that’s why you got unqualified
Edit Comment
By: al on 20080406
at 20:09:31
@Bassel:
>>>
only 6 papers out of 36 papers of the “syllabus and subject description document” were handed to the admissions committee the first
time.
>>>
Gosh, 36 pages? Does Studera really require course description in _such_ detail?
I think my 2-page transcript (course names + grades + GPA) should work OK. At least it worked fine in 2007 as well as this year in
my ‘pre-Studera’ application.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080406
at 20:11:00
@Postmodernist & Bassel
Same here… I only provided a Transcript of Records which here is a list of courses with its grades as well. If I have to provide the
course description for each course, it can them a week to scan it
By the way… they should be able to get that information on-line (checking your university). At least, all EU’s universities should
have this information because of the Erasmus agreements.
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080406
at 21:56:46
@Postmodernist & William
probably the case is different with me because my transcripts doesn’t contain indicative subjects’ names. for example all math
subjects are named math(1), math(2)…etc. so a separate description document is important in my case.
wish you good luck!
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080406
at 23:01:20
Gah, I fed up with all these studeta things… I’m tired of waiting and waiting all day long, reading all these msges and thinking
wether I will be enrolled or not.
I think I’m not the only person with such a feelig here.
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Wish u all a good luck….
Edit Comment
By: Daria on 20080406
at 23:03:05
@aussie
Yes I’m in New Zealand. You, presumably are in Australia???
Edit Comment
By: Deb on 20080407
at 0:13:56
@Daria;
Same here too but keep smiling, this blog is best for sharing our confusions as all people here are so cooperative and loving, and
really days are passing good for me now as compared to the days before i joined this blog.
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080407
at 1:05:59
@ Deb
Which university have you studied at before?
I am asking you this question because I might be able to receive an acceptance from Massey University. What’s your idea about it?
Which one will you select to study at if you were accepted in both, Massey University and a Swedish University?
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080407
at 3:43:49
@aussie
What are you wanting to study at Massey and in Sweden???
Edit Comment
By: Deb on 20080407
at 6:46:10
@ Deb
Engineering
Just tell me what they say about Massey University in New Zealand.
Is it a highly ranked one? Do I have a good chance to continue my studies towards PhD when I have a Masters from them? By
studding in which place do you think I would be able to get some funds during my studies in PhD?
I still have some time left to their deadlines and I hope to get an acceptance from them there for your answer will help me a lot.
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080407
at 7:41:42
@aussie
I have a BSc, MSc(Tech) and PhD from the University of Waikato. I’m applying to Lund University in Sweden to do a Masters in
Geographic Information Systems by distance learning. I can also do a distance learning Masters in GIS through Massey University.
Having already got three degrees in New Zealand I wanted to broaden my horizons and step outside the square - which is why I
applied to Lund. If I don’t get in, I will do the Massey programme. Not that any of this answers your questions!!!
Massey University is not one of the top ranked universities in NZ (neither is Waikato for that matter). I personally don’t think any
uni’s in NZ are “looked down upon”. I’ve never placed much weight on NZ Uni rankings myself - I think looking at the department
you would study in is a better guide.
In NZ we have this thing call PBRF - its basically the way universities get funded by the government based on their research strength.
You can see the overall ranking of NZ universities on this basis here:
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_Based_Research_Fund
As part of this process departments get ranked against eachother which would reveal, for example, the top engineering department in
NZ. In 2006 (I think this is the most recent data available) the engineering rankings were 1. Canterbury 2. Auckland 3. Otago &
Massey (tied).
I would imagine that a Masters from Massey would be as good as from any NZ university for getting into a PhD programme. PhD
admission would also depend on your course grades and the quality and grade of your Masters thesis.
If you are talking about staying on in NZ to do a PhD - there are funds around. I did my PhD on a paltry $1000 per month
University-funded Scholarship. There are alot more opportunites around nowdays though and I would imagine with engineering
(depending on what type) that you could get some seriously good industry sponsorship (I am a firm believer that no one should have
to pay to do a PhD!!)
My advice would be to take a close look at the departments in question - their staff and research programmes in terms of what
courses you are interested in and what you might like to write a thesis on. Think about what you want to do when you finish the
Masters/PhD. If you’re after international exposure then maybe Sweden is your best bet.
I was just thinking the other day that if I had known years ago about the free education on offer in Sweden I would have seriously
looked at going there to do my first Masters (and/or PhD).
Hope this helps. Sorry Andrei for taking up so much space!!!!!
Edit Comment
By: Deb on 20080407
at 9:23:24
@ hemmers
I have applied for 3 fields at KTH,4 at CTH and 1 @ LIU,my status hasn’t been changed in any of them
Edit Comment
By: Sepideh on 20080407
at 9:38:46
@Deb
thank you it was a hell lot of information. I couldn’t have found such information any were else believe me!!!
I too want to apologize Andrei!!!!
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080407
at 9:52:26
@Postmodernist
Do you have a yahoo msng ID. ICQ is not wotking.
Edit Comment
By: Stas on 20080407
at 9:58:55
I have received a message stating that the requirements are not fullfilled while I think they are wrong. What can I do??? Is anyone in
the same situation??
Edit Comment
By: ax24 on 20080407
at 10:24:12
@ax24
Yes dear same situation here
Edit Comment
By: hardluck on 20080407
at 10:50:38
@All,
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Can anyone please translate this to me? Thank you!
——
Hej Sara
Skicka gärna e-post som rör frågor kring studera.nu skickas direkt till Antagningen (admission@admin.kth.se)
Vi skickar självklart vidare frågor som vi inte kan svara på, men det blir ju ett extra steg och just de här frågorna överväger just nu.
Det är knepig med nya..
Annars är vi i bra fas i våra mailsvar
På återhörande
Hälsningar
Karin Knutssson
IK
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080407
at 11:36:24
@Stas: MSN postmodernist@hotmail.com, Y! fynjy_the_druid (haven’t used it for ages).
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080407
at 12:03:42
@Saikat
here goes d translation for ur required text…
Hello Sara
send gladly e-mail that concern questions around studera.nu is sent directly to the admission (admission@admin.kth.se)
we send self-evidentlely on questions that we cannot to reply on, but it becomes of course an additional stage and the these just
questions considers presently. It is tricky with new.
Otherwise, we are in good phase in ours mailsvar
on återhörande greetings
Karin Knutssson
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080407
at 12:11:06
@Saikat..
In which majors u applied for KTH??
wts ur basic field?(if u like to share here)
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080407
at 12:31:00
@Tuffy
thank you for quick reply,
I applied for Software Engineering with Distributed Systems,
I just received this new email right now, unfortunately I don’t understand this email either!
———Hej,
Det ska jag göra, om jag ser att det handlar om det. Jag får så många
mail på den här adressen att jag inte hinner läsa igenom varenda
ordentligt.
Vänligen,
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Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080407
at 13:32:08
@Tuffy
my basic field: Bachelors in Computer Science
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080407
at 13:35:20
@al
Sustainable energy is strongly related to electric power engineering, more than you think, hehehe. In fact, it is only worthy doing if
we have deep changes on our electric power systems’ policies.
If the universities are rejecting the students from electrical engineering from this MSc, so they’re rejecting those more able to
undertake this project.
Energy is the engine for sustainable development. Dispel urgent environmental problems is just part of it, and a result of better use of
energy.
They should be looking for electrical engineers.
Edit Comment
By: Levi on 20080407
at 15:14:32
@Saikat
Nice field so gud luck, but i wonder y they replying u in Swedish if u r not a swedish
anyway herez d translation

keep smiling

Hello,
I will do it, if I see that it acts about it. I may so many mail on this address that I do not have time to read through product only
conscientious.
Vänligen,
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080407
at 16:12:46
i am thinking what will i do if i am rejected.
brothers pray for me.
i think so every one is under da same circumstances.
tell me guys what are your alternatives or backup.
Edit Comment
By: khan on 20080407
at 16:22:44
@khan
Germany
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080407
at 16:31:38
@Tuffy
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Thanks a lot… may i ask how’d u know swedish?.. of course that’s great!
where u r applying? and where u from? btw i m from Bangladesh.. though its irrelevant, I got a direct rejection from Umea Varsity
saying that, I need a Masters to apply them..
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080407
at 18:13:23
@lan joe9
specaill and alll
i got that conditional message as u got
i called uni they said that ur eligable butnot final and they we did not send u any message
i called studera they say ask university
my problem was my un finished degree now its finished and i got my final transcript
studera said if u send now u considered as a late applicant
or they just give me conditional letter for visa
what to please help me
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080407
at 18:20:03
this is the message
Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course.
my missing reqiurement was unfinished degree
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080407
at 18:23:58
@khan
Get a job or continue master’s in your country, then next year you’ll have great experience and more chances to be admitted.
Meanwhile, you can practice English and study deeper subjects in your major.
But I hope you’ll be admitted this year
Edit Comment
By: Stas on 20080407
at 19:51:56
@khan
Alternative is Germany. I see I’m not the only one here with the “German alternative”.
Great respect to the creator of this site.
Edit Comment
By: Daria on 20080407
at 21:08:38
@Niazi
Well if you’ve got your degree now, I don’t think there’s any problem with you at all, just wait for them to tell you whether you’ve
been “conditionally admitted” or not.
If you are admitted, well, you’ve got your degree already, haven’t you? You’ve fulfilled the requirements already. I’m still doing
thesis but I am doing good, I’m almost finished with the operational part and starting the written part
Edit Comment
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By: lanjoe9 on 20080407
at 21:36:21
@khan
Plan B: Spain (and then Plan C: Erasmus). In fact plan B was my plan A, because in Spain we have the Erasmus agreements, and
it’s pretty much easier to get the chance to study abroad with a Erasmus grant (and you get a grant) than applying like we are all
doing now.
But… when I thought about it, I said… what the hell! Let’s apply like I was going to do here! And here I am…
If I don’t get accepted, I’ll study the MSc here in Spain, and I’ll do second year within the Erasmus agreement (requirements for a
Erasmus are pretty easy to have… just a minimum language level and a minimum of passed courses)
So this is my plan b, I just modified/adjusted my previous plan a
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080407
at 22:35:56
@ All.
Today i got call from sweden. I am worried who may call me from sweden at my landline. I never gave my landline number to
anybody except STUDERA (where it was mandatory to give our landline number). I wana ask you people if you have received calls
from STUDERA or any university.
Tommorow i will call back at that number.
I am still confused about caller, I checked my status but there is no change, and it’s still same i.e “Application in process”.
Any idea?
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080407
at 23:55:52
@Kamran
Umeå University? Somewhere in studera.nu it says people are sometimes contacted by phone from the universities, so I guess studera
shares that information with the universities too. Just a guess.
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080408
at 0:49:32
Ok, Umeå was a wild guess, I take it back.
But maybe another university?
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080408
at 0:50:45
@Kamran
That’s weird… I thought they used to use e-mail. If they call at the landline I provided, it’s gonna be funny because I’m the only one
at home who can speak and understand English, so if I’m not at home, and my mother/father takes the phone… they are gonna have a
very interesting conversation
Haven’t you provided a mobile number?
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080408
at 1:01:44
@Kamran
Come on!!!
u haven’t mentioned
what was d time they called u,
what d caller said to u,
4which purpose dt call was all about??
Edit Comment
By: Anonymous on 20080408
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at 1:13:28
hahaha
I was at hospital and no body at my home can understand english except me, my brother and father and all of us were on jobs. My
mom told me that she tried hard herself to ask the purpose but caller was unable to understand her thn she said sorry and caller
dropped the call
They called at 01:53pm (swedish 8:53am).
My respectable friends i never appllied at Umea university.
I have applied at following unis:
Kerolinska (4 programmes)
Lund (1 programe)
Uppsala (1 programe)
Orebero (1 programe)
I am still confused and have searched all admission office contact numbers but still unable to find out that number.
Now any idea?
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080408
at 2:02:08
@williams
Yeah i have provided my mobile number too but they didnt call me at my cell number (the reason of my confusion).
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080408
at 2:04:36
@Siakat
ohh sad…anyway gud luck 4 it
it was a translation, i wish i could do like this…
my best wishes 4u n ur future, but if u have 16yrs of edu wts d matter than??
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080408
at 5:42:39
any1 here with app-status still ‘Not Processed’ ?
I am getting anxious cuz my app-status is still ‘Not-Processed’
Edit Comment
By: Faisal on 20080408
at 10:34:19
Hi people!
which is the difference between MBA and MSc in Industrial Engineering and management???
Edit Comment
By: confused on 20080408
at 11:04:48
@al & Levi,
Well, I think that program, Sustainbale Energy, is partly about the Electric Engineering, though has little business with power
transmission but it is quite concerned about power generation, like solar, nuclear, and some other traditional stuff. Of course, a larger
sense of the research could be engaged in, such as heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and much more.
So I don’t think it’s right that program should take this as the ground to reject an applicant with EE background.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080408
at 11:16:21
Before I have this message “exemption from basic eligibility” but now there is no application my profile is there but application gone
and another message is there “No application has been registered in your name”
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whats that mean? is this a signal of admission or what?
Edit Comment
By: kashif on 20080408
at 11:42:45
back again now its just a errorr new message again
“You have been granted an exemption from the basic requirements for this course/program. The decision applies to this term”
Edit Comment
By: kashif on 20080408
at 11:47:44
@Faisal
I am with u.dnt worry
Edit Comment
By: miki on 20080408
at 13:15:56
@Confused
What is the difference between MBA and MSc in Industrial Engineering and management?
well the first one is a MSc in business administration and the the second one is clear i think
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080408
at 13:46:52
@Confused
MBA is a master programme taught strictly in English, strongly connected with Business Administration subjects and is not
equivalent to MSc, which can be taught in any language.
Beside that MBA requires at least 2 years of serious working experience (no internships or entry level jobs) and GMAT. Most MSc
do not have such tough requirements.
Edit Comment
By: Stas on 20080408
at 15:11:09
Hey All!!!!!!!!
2day i got a message in one of my programs
BTH-90006
Master of Science Programme in Intelligent Software Systems
“Not qualified. You do not meet the requirements for this programme.”
The course requirements @ BTH site
http://www.bth.se/tek/masters_eng.nsf/DefaultView/8235FBF3768DE8A8C1256F5500493A33?OpenDocument
says
“Requirements
Bachelor degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering, Information Systems or Computer Engineering. English B. ”
anyone knows whats wrong and what shd i do ??
btw i have done BS in Computer Science
Chao!
Edit Comment
By: Hanzo on 20080408
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at 15:33:50
@Hanzo
in the program page, click on management and you’ll find the email of the program director. you can ask him.
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080408
at 15:59:47
This is on my studera account
Dear Student,
Thank you for your application to Linköping University. We regret to inform you that you have not been admitted to the programme/s
you applied for, because your application does not meet with the requirements for admission. You have not provided proof of
satisfying the specific course requirements for the programme chosen. We had a large number of very strong applications and the
competition was high. Therefore, we regret that we are unable to consider your request.
Sincerely,
Admissions Office,
Linköping University.
Edit Comment
By: My Sad Story on 20080408
at 16:38:25
@My Sad Story
Call Linköping to see what are the so-called unmet requirements, it could be a mistake on their part..
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080408
at 16:43:54
1 CTH INT08 740
WIRELESS AND PHOTONICS ENGINEERING
Finally it changed!
after my seven choice that changed about 2-3 weeks ago
@sepideh
age weblog ro mikhooni id man behrang_t@yahoo.com e pm bede!!
Edit Comment
By: behrang on 20080408
at 17:04:35
Hello everyone,
Only this morning I discovered this site, I must say that i’m sorry that I did not find it before since it seems that many others share my
experiences! I am from the Caribbean, Trinidad to be exact.
Well here is my ’story’. I applied for 7 courses, like most I got 14 messages which appear blank to me. My application status is
Application in progress, a few weeks ago my 6th choice had a SG = MA08 and MR = 500 (this is for Vaxjo university) … then last
week that was removed to application in progress, then yesterday it was added back with the same SG and MR.
I still have no clue what MR rating is, and reading on this blog did not make it any clearer … so that’s my contribution. I guess we
just wait and see how it goes!
Regards and have a great day all!
Edit Comment
By: Caribbean on 20080408
at 17:27:57
Well…another one bites the dust…..
Just got a “will be deleted” for my priority two at KTH - Urban and Regional Planning. =(
So…looks like KTH is starting to get through their big old pile of apps….
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Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080408
at 17:45:19
@Caribbean
I think that MR is something that u shouldn’t pay attention to. Every uni has their own formula of calculating MR as I understand and
nobody here knows for sure how this formula works. So, relax and wait untill 29 of April.
Edit Comment
By: Daria on 20080408
at 18:13:28
@Caribbean
welcome to wonder world
April 29th baby is the only way out
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080408
at 19:03:34
I’ve got one WBD for one subject by CTH without reason…..
luckily that is my 4th choice
@ levi
I think almost all universities received unbelievably large quantity of applications this year and Lund and Uppsala suffer the most.
I hope the engineering-related subjects we applied for are not as in demand as those MBA courses.
29th of April….
Edit Comment
By: hemmers on 20080408
at 19:58:13
I have a question if any one can answer please in Dalarna university last date of applying through studera is 15 April so one can apply
for these courses if he/she have already account in studera.nu or have to make new account and send documents again? or we can just
add these programs in same account
Edit Comment
By: cheif on 20080408
at 22:25:31
Did anyone else send their documents to Studera with DHL???
I have been tracking my documents online and the last update is:
April 04, 2008 14:46
Arlanda - Sweden Delivery arranged no details expected
Does this mean I will recieve no further updates regarding the acutal delivery of the documents to Studera? Did anyone else send
with DHL and get this message? Or did you get a final message confirming the documents had been delivered to Studera????????
Edit Comment
By: Deb on 20080408
at 22:37:38
Hi from Brazil!
I´m applying for the International Communication master program in Jönköping. My selection group is UTL (which means I´m a
foreign student, I suppose) and my Merit Rating is 929.
Do you know anything about the MR at the Jönköping University? Some people here have mentioned that the MR goes just until 100.
What’s the scale used, after all?
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Good luck to all!
Edit Comment
By: Paula on 20080408
at 23:14:56
Hello.
I have read some of the posts on this page. Some have been interesting, some useful, others neither.
I did a search of this page and noticed that no one has mentioned the Automotive Engineering program at Chalmers. Has anyone
applied? Has anyone received any positive notification from CTH with respect to any engineering masters program?
Thanks.
Edit Comment
By: Curious on 20080408
at 23:57:36
@Deb
yes, it’ll stay like that, it means they are already there
Edit Comment
By: soufiane on 20080409
at 0:59:45
@Late applications
After having my application in process, it was back to not processed.
Do you think late applications will still be processed? I’ve read something about this on the second page, but I want to clarify what
I’ve read.
Merci beaucoup!
Edit Comment
By: Elle on 20080409
at 6:32:49
@Elle: They will consider the late applications only if some places on the programmes are not taken by ‘non-late’ applicants for any
reasons
Regarding the MR statuses, I think sometimes they reflect your education background plus work experience relevant to the
programme.
For example, I suppose my MR status in Malmo, International Migration (180) must indicate that I have 180 ECTS Bachelor’s in a
relevant field.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080409
at 7:29:37
Any ideas what SG=GRP1 stands for. This is for Linkoping university?
Edit Comment
By: Labutukas on 20080409
at 11:19:12
MR = Cancelled
What does that mean ?
Edit Comment
By: mbr on 20080409
at 11:42:03
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Hi,
I have just received a MR :55 and SG:INT08 from Chalmers for biotechnology
But I’m unclear with it ,what does it mean exactly?
Many Thanks
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080409
at 12:00:37
@mbr
maybe you program is cancelled, i advise you to contact studera or university.
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080409
at 12:07:40
Hi @all
I got something that i would like to share as it may help you to reduce some confusion (not all but some)
I have received SG and HR for three of my program(out of eight) till now. Last I received today and I noticed,,, Yesterday its status
turned to ‘Canceled’ from (Applicaion in process) then after 5 hrs when I checked again it turned to ‘not processed’ and when I
checked today morning it was SG: DA and MR: 999 ,,,,,,,,
@mbr
I would recommend that you wait for a day or so and donot be panic,,, hopefully some thing better is coming
Edit Comment
By: Fahad on 20080409
at 13:36:04
@Elle
Mmm… well… at least I know why is that when that happens to me as well (they could message you with the reason… instead of
saying just “Not processed”).
But, check again tomorrow, because read what Fahan said about his application…
Argh! I hate this lack of information, I’d rather they gave some real information than this (or just no information)
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080409
at 14:06:31
Ive gotten admission from BTH for over a week now, not through studera anyway, but im still waiting for studera cos the i applied for
my preferred programme there, i think we need a blog like this for student visa cos it aint that easy, especially the PERSONAL bank
statement thing
Edit Comment
By: Aina on 20080409
at 15:37:38
@all
I Got one more SG and MR:
Also got one more thing to discuss ,,, when i tried to enter login-password in studera it not worked almost 3 to 4 times,,, then
automatically redirected me to swedish page of login,,,
After login I found explanation of SG is also giving at end of my swedish app page ,,, as
AP - Akademiska poäng DA - Direktantagning GRP1 - Urvalsgrupp 1
you can get traslation from some swedish dictionary or be patient or learn swedish
But no explanation of MR and its range
(what i tried is AP: Acadamic Points, DA: Direct? and GRP1:Group1Of?)
I thing, StudEra is working hard to fullfill their commitment and proving that they are not afraid of such a lot of application.
Edit Comment
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By: Fahad on 20080409
at 15:39:13
@all trying to add me to their messenger list
I have every intention to give you a hand, if I can.
The bottom line is that I cannot add you to my messenger list, just because you read these pages concerning Studera.
Remember that every Messenger - Yahoo, ICQ, etc. - allows you to send a message to another person even without adding that
person to your list.
If you can’t find the way to do it, then just send me an email and I will reply as soon and as best as I can.
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080409
at 15:47:55
can anyone please translate this?
Alternativet har blivit struket. Rätt förkunskaper för alternativet saknas.
thanks.
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080409
at 16:00:23
AP - Akademiska poäng
Academic points
DA - Direktantagning
Direct admission
GRP1 - Urvalsgrupp 1
Selection group1 (I guess of 2)
From: https://www.studera.nu/studera/552.html
Statistik finns för aktuell termin, för tidigare terminer och både för urval 1 och urval 2. Du kan söka fram antal sökande, antal
antagna och lägsta antagningspoäng.
You can find statistic for actual semester for previous semesters for both selection 1 and selection 2. You can search from total
applications, total accepted and lowest accepted point.
Antagningsstatistiken finns på VHS webbplats: http://vhs.se/templates/Page.aspx?id=1442
You find acceptance statistic under VHS website
And here: http://vhs.se/templates/Page.aspx?id=1443 you find statistics for previous years for different programs for selection (urval)
round 1 and 2
Sorry to say, that statistics only available in swedish, at least I have not found them in English
Edit Comment
By: Labutukas on 20080409
at 16:07:19
Alternativet har blivit struket. Rätt förkunskaper för alternativet saknas.
Alternative has become striked out. Right knowledge entrance requirement (previous knowledge) for alternative is missing.
Edit Comment
By: Labutukas on 20080409
at 16:14:30
AP - Akademiska poäng DA - Direktantagning GRP1 - Urvalsgrupp 1
AP - Academic points, DA - direct admission,
Urvalsgruppp1 - slection group 1 (I guess from 2)
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One more usefull thing I have found is statistics for previous years applications:
Statistik finns för aktuell termin, för tidigare terminer och både för urval 1 och urval 2. Du kan söka fram antal sökande, antal
antagna och lägsta antagningspoäng.
You can find the statistic for the actuall semester for previous semesters for both selection 1 and selection 2 (that is why i think that
there are 2 selection rounds). You can search for total applied, total selected and lowest accepted point.
Antagningsstatistiken finns på VHS webbplats.
You can find statistics in vhs website.
http://vhs.se/templates/Page.aspx?id=1442
here you find statistics for the spring semester.
But here I think it is more interesting as you can find numbers of previous years:
http://vhs.se/templates/Page.aspx?id=1443
Just choose selection roud (urval) 1 or 2.
However, the statistics is in Swedish.
Edit Comment
By: Labutukas on 20080409
at 16:23:07
@zeinab
Can you please let us know for which course you have applied and from which country your Bachelor degree is ?
Edit Comment
By: Karim on 20080409
at 16:24:38
Out of 8
in Jonkoping
Innovation & Business Creation
UTL:818
in MDH
Industrial Management & Entrepreneurship
CANCELLED
in Linkoping
Manufacturing Engg & Management
same message as of “MY SAD STORY”
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080409
at 16:31:36
Hello again all,
May I suggest that we wait to the 17th or 29th April for final word on our application? Think we have all stressed over this enough,
just a few weeks more and frankly there is nothing more we can do at this stage. One can easily go into panic mode when reading
some of these comments too …
It is nerve wrecking to look at the site several times a day, perhaps studera method of admission is not the best but again we have no
say in it.
Hang in there guys - the end is near, and remember that all things do work out for good
Have a nice day/evening!
Edit Comment
By: Caribbean on 20080409
at 16:50:21
@Caribbean
I agree with most of you but thanks one my friend for the link to this forum - today I called for studera and found out that they are
missing one my document, TOR in original language (as I sent only English), so hopefully they receive it until the 15th of April, as
they said if it is so, it is not a late application…
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I did not expect that and I had application under assessment or smth after I log into my application @studera.
So, sometimes it is good to worry a bit.
Have a nice evening!
Edit Comment
By: Labutukas on 20080409
at 17:03:20
Hi All,
I think we all worry too much.
Relax and let this new system work
Hope to see you in sweden
Edit Comment
By: Selasi on 20080409
at 17:41:20
@all
Guys dont u think,at this moment our situation is quite similar to the passengers of TITANIC=Studer drowning and every one is
crying and hang on dont be in panic WE ALL WILL BE SAFE and wait for the 29th Rescue ..
Is it not so what u ppl think ….
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080409
at 17:48:35
@all
which is the most popular subject?!
I think it would be fun to know and of course we can spent some more time by doing this, who is trying where!
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080409
at 18:14:17
@ALL
We still have 20 days to go.
Edit Comment
By: Masoud on 20080409
at 18:20:18
Well KTH just updated my status for my number one program…
Prio Anm kod/Utb UG MV
1 KTH-E0103
Masterprogram, geodesi och geoinformatik
120hp, Dagtid, Helfart (100%)
Utbildningsprogram
Normal undervisning
Kungl. Tekniska högskolan,
Stockholm
MAAU
38
Du är villkorligt behörig till utbildningen. Du måste senast vid kursstart kunna visa att du uppfyller samtliga behörighetskrav för att
kunna ta en erbjuden plats i anspråk.
And my rough translation of this is conditional acceptance…..and I must complete my bach degree and show it by the time I’m there.
Anyone agree or disagree…min svenska inte sa bra!
Also, I’m a little hesitant to be happy as we have seen this status could change and really isnt official until the 17th/29th….
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Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080409
at 18:24:13
Ok, wow I am blind…it was right there on the English version tooo =P
1 KTH-E0103
Master (Two Years), Geodesy and Geoinformatics
120cr, Day-time, 100%
Study programme
Normal teaching
Kungl. Tekniska högskolan,
Stockholm
MAAU
38
Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080409
at 18:34:22
@TJS: How can u see the message?
I still cannot see any message although there are several unread ones. No [+] or [-] sign
Mälardalen University - Master Program in Industrial Management Entrepreneurship: Status changed to “Cancelled” today.
Anyone has this “Cancelled” for Mälardalen? What does it mean?
Edit Comment
By: morningstar on 20080409
at 19:04:45
@Tuffy
in MDH
Industrial Management & Entrepreneurship
CANCELLED
I also applied for this master.
What’s about this?? Any news?
Edit Comment
By: abc2dq on 20080409
at 19:10:57
@Morningstar
The message shows up right under the program listing, it should be in plan view….not with a bullet point next to it. So no +/- sign
involved.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080409
at 19:15:53
@Tuffy & abc2dq
all of my choices are still ‘not processed’. the no7 was..
MDH
Master Program in Industrial Management Information Technology
and its cancelled
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Edit Comment
By: miki on 20080409
at 20:35:49
Last month i mentioned in my post about cancellation of my 1 top priority choice which made me anger. Dear TUFFY & ABCDEF it
is normal. Since one month my programme is showing cancelled so my copnclusion is:
“CANCELLED MEANS CANCEL AND BYE BYE”
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080409
at 21:05:06
yes me too:
MDH
industrial management
MR = Cancelled
Edit Comment
By: mbr on 20080409
at 21:52:06
@Kamran
Well to be happy on ur cancellation is ur headache. But to show smiles to others..huh wht kinda attitute this is u know…
IDK why ppl frm ur side alwayz smile if some1 remains unsuccessful
is it somethin gene prb or else??evn u ppl don’t let c ur own countrymen to move ahead of u, always leg pulling kinda attitude….
@All who got cancelled
The MDH is not offering this program for this year. Thats y they cancellation.
Edit Comment
By: Anonymous on 20080410
at 2:44:51
>>>>>
DK why **ppl frm ur side*** alwayz smile if some1 remains unsuccessful
is it ***somethin gene prb** or else??evn ***u ppl*** don’t let c ***ur own countrymen*** to move ahead of u, always leg pulling
kinda attitude
>>>>>
!!!
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080410
at 3:51:21
@Bassel
Smart Boy…Its a smart game, d one pointed out knowz wht i meant
Edit Comment
By: Anonymous on 20080410
at 3:58:14
MDH
Ecological Economics
MR: Cancel
Edit Comment
By: Vris on 20080410
at 5:00:11
@Anonymous, @Bassel
Please dont make your generalizations about a ppl based on a single interaction, such generalizations are always un-objective and
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based on prejudice and personal biases, let us all stay +ve and treat each other with respect and dignity, and if we have a problem
with an individuals behavior lets not take it to their genes.
Staying to MDH, I got an update in my application Status Finally……..
All my application statuses are now ‘Application In Progress’ and my 4th Priority Program : which is MDH-22905
Master Program in Intelligent Systems - Artificial Intelligence
I got SG:DA and MR:999
I know no1 really has an idea regarding the SGs and MRs but I am happy that atleast there has been some activity in my application
and that all the needed documentation has been received,cuz if there would have been something missing etc I would have got a
requirements not met or some other MR.
@Hatim any update on ur MRS and SGs?
Edit Comment
By: Faisal on 20080410
at 6:19:17
@Faisal
nopes, still all apps are under process.
i think all the big places like KTH, CTH and SU are under lots of application load.
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080410
at 9:05:01
Hi @all ,,,,,,,, Canceled (specially from MDH) means wait for a day and check again
as many people posting ‘canceled’ and getting confused so i am posting again,,, please check my previous posts if you got a
‘canceled’
Edit Comment
By: Fahad on 20080410
at 9:41:12
Hi @all ,,,,,,,, Canceled (specially from MDH) means wait for a day and check again
as many people posting ‘canceled’ and getting confused so i am posting again,,, please check my previous posts if you got a
‘canceled’
Edit Comment
By: Fahad on 20080410
at 9:43:32
@All
All who have applied to Jonkoping. I have called them yesterday and they have confirmed that 999 MR is the highest mark.
Beside that, you cannot change the priority now :(. The only way to get your desired master higher in rank is to delete the upper
programs.
And if you get the admission to more than one program, it goes automatically to a higher priority program, so we won’t have the
possibility to choose.
My advice to all, especially to those that changed their minds recently, to revise the application until it’s not too late.
Edit Comment
By: Stas on 20080410
at 11:03:03
@all
Please tell me when is the roll call? because this message was on my page today:
Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course.
Edit Comment
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By: please on 20080410
at 11:28:58
@all Seems like no one willing to answer my question which I have asked earliar
“I have a question if any one can answer please in Dalarna university last date of applying through studera is 15 April so one can
apply for these courses if he/she have already account in studera.nu or have to make new account and send documents again? or we
can just add these programs in same account and if I add some more program what about the earliar ones? thay will consider as late
application or what?”
Edit Comment
By: Cheif on 20080410
at 11:32:24
@ cheif
I called studera about this as i also wanted to add a programme now.
They said if u r from EU countries u can apply now. The deadline for non-EU students was 1st FEB.
Edit Comment
By: Abdul Rehman on 20080410
at 11:56:29
@Stas: I tried to contact my 1st-priority programme admissions today (Lund University) by phone and failed to reach them. Then I
tried calling Studera - they put me to call queue, but I gave up after a 5-minute wait.
My conclusions:
1. It’s a lot easier to contact my 1st priority programme admissions by e-mail;
2. The Swedish accent sounds sweet;
3. Studera.nu is spelled as “studeera-niu”
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080410
at 13:05:25
so 14 working days till its all apps should be done.
any one here who got MR/SG for Chalmers KTH and SU?
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080410
at 13:56:57
@Abdul Rehman thank you thats what I understand but I receive one mail from which says that
“Dea student,
According to your query you can add more courses/program in same account before the deadline which is 15th April”
but here its not mention that EU or without EU
Edit Comment
By: Cheif on 20080410
at 14:21:13
@Chief
If I were you I would not do any thing to my selection. There is already an overload of applications, if some thing goes wrong you
may not be able to get it corrected in time.
I think you should wait till its all finalized.
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080410
at 14:28:11
@Hatim thanks
Thats why until now I didnot do any thing
Edit Comment
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By: Cheif on 20080410
at 14:46:51
These grades are used in the Grundskola (primary school) and the Gymnasium (secondary school):
MVG - Mycket väl godkänd (Passed with special distinction)
VG - Väl godkänd (Passed with distinction)
G - Godkänd (Passed)
IG - Icke godkänd (Fail) (Only in the gymnasium, which resembles grades 10-12. In mandatory school IG is represented by a “***”,
or a EUM, Ej Uppnått Målen, Didn’t achieve the goals.)
On university level the following standard grading scale has been defined:
VG - Väl godkänd (Passed with distinction)
G - Godkänd (Passed)
U - Underkänd (Fail)
Edit Comment
By: Cheif on 20080410
at 14:48:26
@Hatim and @all whats that means
Requirment not fulfill: Ma C
Edit Comment
By: Cheif on 20080410
at 14:51:22
ony application page i have zero messages
Messages: A total of 0 , out of which 0 new Read more
and in front of every course “Not processed” is written. i dont know what to do..
every one is getting messages but not me..
some one plz help me what should i do…
Edit Comment
By: Nadir Khan on 20080410
at 15:01:05
@Nadir
When did your documents reached Studera ?
If the documents have reached on time, do give Studera a call to make-sure the documents have been scanned and sent to the
universities, also confirm the same from any of the universities that you have applied.
As long as your documents have reached there on time and have also been scanned and sent-over to the universities there is nothing
to worry-about things will eventually happen. My documents had reached there since 12th Feb and for around 2 months my
app-status was ‘Not Processed’ until yesterday when the status changed to Application In Process
Edit Comment
By: Faisal on 20080410
at 15:16:45
@ Hatim
Two of my three KTH applications changes on tues/weds. One is set to be deleted the other I got a SG of MAAU and a MR of 38. It
also had the message “Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call,
fulfil all specific requirements for the course.” attached to it.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 15:27:10
I’ve applied for Master Program in Software Engineering @MDH. Yesterday I got the following updates:
SG: DA(i.e: Direktantagning which translates to Direct Admission )
MR: 999
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@all
Is there anybody with the same situation?. I would be interested in knowing whether it would be premature to say that I’ve got the
admission?.
Edit Comment
By: uxair on 20080410
at 16:13:10
Hi everyone
As I mentioned, I had a message from Chalmers University that: “Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this
course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific requirements for the course.” And after some hours, the MR of my other
priority which was at Chalmers University changed in: “Will be deleted”
Please answer the following questions if you know the answer:
1. When is the Roll Call?
2. How can I be informed about the missing fulfillments?
3. As my other priority will be deleted, does this mean that I am admitted in my first choice?
Edit Comment
By: please on 20080410
at 16:25:20
@Please
1. Roll call is the start of the first semester of the program.
2. I would assume you’d just have to prove you graduated and have your bachelors degree.
3. I am a little skeptical about the message you and I both received. When I had two of my Swedish friends translate the Swedish
version, they both agreed it said you have conditional acceptance. Yet the English version says your eligibility is conditional. This
would make me think that IF* you are admitted it is on a conditional basis.
So while I did get the “Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call,
fulfil all specific requirements for the course.” and would be happy as can be to take this as admission…the language used fore the
English version makes it a bit unsure….
Does anyone else have some thoughts on this??
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 16:46:52
Dear Friends, I have applied to BTH directly , My application is rejected with the following msg.
Your application failed.
Main choice rejected because: Insufficient background in the subject area.
Alternative 1 rejected because: The MBA-programme demands proof of two years of working experience after you have finished
your university degree. A CV is not enough! You must send recommendation letter or similar from your former employer stating for
how long you were employed.
Alternative 2 rejected because: The MBA-programme demands proof of two years of working experience after you have finished
your university degree. A CV is not enough! You must send recommendation letter or similar from your former employer stating for
how long you were employed.
Now what should I do, should I send them recomadation letter or not….
Edit Comment
By: Khateeb Ahmad on 20080410
at 16:47:47

Edit Comment
By: Khateeb Ahmad on 20080410
at 16:53:44
@Khateeb
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I would call them and see if it is possible for your to remedy the situation. They might tell you “ok, yea, send them in” or they might
say “sorry the application period is over and these documents were required in your initial application.”
Now I do hope they are flexible with you, but I must say it is common knowledge that MBA programs require work experience AND
reference letters from your employer for admission. Did you even include any reference/recommendation letters at all?
If you didn’t include any at all then I think you might be out of luck…but if, say, you included letters of recommendation from your
old professors or school then you might be able to say that it wasn’t clear whom the letters were supposed to be from…even though
like I said MBA programs ALWAYS have letters from the employer. But it might be a good excuse to save your “butt” so-to-say.
Good luck!
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 17:11:22
So, I sent an email this morning to KTH to find out their MR scale…and I got one of those copy and paste emails with a message
about a mile long…blah blah its not possible to answer individual emails…blah blah blah. So, they have the time to respond with a
canned message but can’t just type in “the max score is XX” and that be it…..my god the Swedes and their rules/following the
rules…blahhh!
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 17:27:54
@uxair
Same to you w/ SG: DA and MR:999 at MDH but i applied for business. What can i say?
Edit Comment
By: Doodoo on 20080410
at 17:44:13
@Levi
Did you happen to check your admission status, maybe there would be some surprise. I got something changed.
Code SG MR
KTH-E0601 MAAU 37
Master (Two Years), Sustainable Energy Engineering
120cr, Day-time, 100%
Study programme
Normal teaching
Kungl. Tekniska högskolan,
Stockholm
However, I’ve still no idea about the weird number, some guys from different program but KTH got so many values, 21, 25, 30, 31,
32, 40, 42, 47…
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080410
at 17:58:07
@all
Hi people, today I got this message talking about conditional acceptance.
SG: INT08 …. MR: 700
I know this topic has been discussed for a while, but I gotta ask:
1) Does anybody know if this means that I’ll be admitted once I have my bachelor’s degree?
2) Does it also means that I’ve received the scholarship?
Edit Comment
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By: Levi on 20080410
at 18:01:47
@TJS,
Why do you think that there is any max merit rating, which would garantee you 100% chance of admission?
I think that not all universities has such rating at all, b/c for example I saw two more guys with the same merit rating as mine
(SG=MA08, MR=200, VXU). I do not beleive that we all have absolutly the equal applications (score reports from univercity, work
expirience, etc…).
I think, we can speak about max rating only after April, 29th when application procedure will be finished and they provide official
outcome. Only after that moment they can tell that this term, for bla-bla university have been proceed YYY number of applications
and max rating from those application was ZZZ.
Please, don’t be panic about this merit rating
Good lick to all!
Edit Comment
By: Svr77 on 20080410
at 18:03:02
Can anyone help me decipher what this result might indicate?
Prio Code SG MR
1 SU-31064 INT 9 992
Master Programme in Marketing, Management and Society Stockholm University
Thanks for any help you can give me!
Edit Comment
By: Gpwell on 20080410
at 18:16:54
That is
SG - INT
and
MR 9 992
???
Edit Comment
By: Gpwell on 20080410
at 18:18:26
@Levi
Glad to see something changing in your applications, and do you mean you got a message like this?
Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course.
If so, I think it means you’re a senior student and have not hold the bachelor degree yet. So you are supposed to go to Sweden with
your bachelor degree shown to the university when admitted. And no other specific requirements at all.
And I’m afraid it does not mean the scholarship.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080410
at 18:23:06
@all
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Guys those who have recieved any updates in today or few days back kindly mention their application no so that thos who have no
updates can asstimate the chance of recieving any update
Edit Comment
By: Rahman on 20080410
at 18:24:56
@all
those who got any updates today or in the last few days kindly mention your application nos so other can estimate when there status
will change
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080410
at 18:32:05
@ TJS
I don’t think that the message you received is a conditional acceptance I think it’s just a message they send when they are processing
your application form and see that you haven’t been graduated yet.
In my case when Studera started to process my documents (when all my choices changed to “application in process” from “not
processed”) I received the exact message in all of my choices. After some time all of them where deleted!!!! And now that Chalmers
has given me an SG and MR for one of my programs the message is back again!!!!
So I think this is a message that they give in our case.
Since I had received 8 of these messages (one for each program) you could be sure that the message is not a conditional acceptance.
Edit Comment
By: aussie on 20080410
at 18:35:14
@Svr77
Oh, I’m not panicking at all…it was just out of curiosity that I emailed them.
And I’m sure there is a max merit rating…there is absolutely no way a program could assess hundreds of applicants without having
some sort of structured rating system to filter out applicants that either meet or do not meet requirements, or do or do not merit entry.
And yes, you are right about people with equal ratings not having the same background. But,say, for example they deem my work
experience more suited to the program and give me 6 pts but only 4 for you, since your work was a little less of a match, and then
gave you 6 pts for your degree and me 4 for my degree as it wasn’t as good of a match to the program as yours. In that case we have
different backgrounds but the same number of points..because they have a scale of merit for our supporting documents. So, i think
understanding the merit rating would still let you know where you stand compared to the other applicants to the program.
So in my case at KTH I got a 38…well is that 38 out of 40..or 50…or 100. Depending on what the max is the implications of a 38
change drastically.
So if my merit is 38 out of 40 I rank %95 higher than other applicants because of how applicable my degree and work experience was
to the program. They both highlight my ability to function in and complete the program successfully, which is what any graduate
program looks at…merit = perceived ability to complete in the case of most of these universities
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 18:37:32
@TJS, Svr77
About MR, the values are quite different among different universities and even different programs in the same college, like CTH.
Though got hundreds of samples from Chinese applicants, I just can’t explain the meaning of those weird numbers.
But to KTH, I have a strong incline that the strange rates show kinda places in the list or something.
To LiU, it seems the numbers all applicants got is 999.
Applying for bachelor, they got the values like 17,25 or 14,50 and so forth, which is a number from 0 to 20.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080410
at 18:38:17
@Aussie
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Yea, I was afraid that’s how it was…that if admitted it would be on a conditional basis….ahhh it was nice to pretend for a bit!!! =)
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 18:39:44
@TJS
I agree there should be some judgement system, but I am not sure whether the number shown on the website is in that system. Maybe
the professors use one system to assess the mass of would-be students, however they don’t show it to us.
Uhm, it does make sense, if the merit is 38 out of 40 or something. But I got the samples 21 - 47 now from all kinds of applicants all
for KTH. So perhaps it’s 38 out of 50.lol.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080410
at 18:49:21
@Andrei: hey, it seems that my last message was moderated right after I had posted it for some reasons.
Edit Comment
By: Postmodernist on 20080410
at 18:50:28
@Li
Yea 50 is probably more like it…but like i said above its much more fun for me to live in my pretend world =)
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080410
at 18:53:57
@TJS
Oh, I see. Sorry for break your good feeling, sincerely.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080410
at 19:20:00
@uxair
well software engineering @MDH is my 4th choice.. but none of my programs hasn’t been processed yet.
thts a sad story:S
i guess u r in..congrat!
Edit Comment
By: miki on 20080410
at 19:57:42
@ALL
We still have 19 days to go.
Edit Comment
By: Masoud on 20080410
at 20:08:51
I spoke both to chalmers and Lund admission office and they both said” these numbers mean nothing!
don’t rely on them”.
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080410
at 20:28:36
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@all
Guys those who r getting any updates please mention ur application no.
so those who are not getting any updates can estimate when they will recieve any updates
Edit Comment
By: nawaz on 20080410
at 20:39:53
Got update yesterday:
MR: 999; SG: DA
MDH-22905
Master Program in Intelligent Systems - Artificial Intelligence
Mälardalen University
Still in process: Chalmers, KTH.
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080410
at 21:23:34
does any body her Know if we can delete a programm and add a new program to our list or not?
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080410
at 21:23:59
@lan jeo9 @ tjs @ and All
‘Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course’
I called university on this message they said we did not send this message
its studera based message then
they said ur eligible but ur not selected
what this conditional message represents ?
now in 3 of my courses this message is appearing
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080410
at 21:36:12
@zianab
u can do this but this stage u will do this u will be consisdered as a late applicant
like after 1 feb any changes in studera considered as late applicants
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080410
at 21:38:28
@gpwell
Hi can u please tell me when ur status changed ? I have also applied to same university! and my application is still not processed !!!!
MDH cancelled industrial managment !
Edit Comment
By: studerakapapa on 20080410
at 22:32:54
@Anonymous
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I was not laughing or smiling at any one Mr. It is your negative thought and nothing that how you took my message. Be positive dear.
I never mind what you said it was your opinion but read your message again and again then think which kind of attitude you are
showing. Dear it depends upon your thought, some people are optimist and some passimist so look at your own collar and decide. It is
sooooo easy to critise for no reason which is exhibiting your country’s culture (but why to blame country) sorry your own personnal
home environment.
We never get disheart and keep many options for future so i always suggest people to smile and don’t worry TRY TRY TRY AND
TRY HARD. If you deserve you will certainly get it so keep trying with smile. I dont think so i am wrong.
So here is a smile from my side with positive thought and SORRY TO STUPID NEGATIVE THOUGHT PEOPLE
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080410
at 22:52:44
@Niazi
Are you sure that these messages are sent by studera instead of sent by the universities?
But let’s think a little bit. If it works like that, what about the messages “Will be deleted”? Is studera also rejecting people?
Studera has to be concerned about the documents, if they are original, correctly stamped, complete, etc.
The rest is the university’s job.
Just my opinion.
Edit Comment
By: Levi on 20080410
at 23:00:24
@gpwell
when did ur status changed?I also applied to same course but my status is not processed…when did ur forms reached studera and was
ur status changed?
Edit Comment
By: sourabh on 20080410
at 23:07:12
@Li
Yes, I received exactly this message you wrote, as hundreds of people here in this blog.
It wasn’t in the Sustainable Energy Program in KTH, which remains in process, but rather in the Electrical Power Engineering
Program in CTH, my second option.
I agreed with you about the acceptance thing until Niazi wrote that Universities don’t write these messages. This is something that we
have now to look for more details!
… and still keep the thousands of doubts! =)
Edit Comment
By: Levi on 20080410
at 23:25:36
@levi this what i think
but this what university representator told me on phone
so i am sharing this
let hope
just 13 working days left i do not this in this time they will be able to process the applications of all the applicants
like my application is in proces from one and half mounth and just 4 university enable to give me status and in 4 application is in
process
i just fear that they unable to reply all applicants
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May be just consipiracy thoery
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080411
at 0:10:55
@Niazi
Chill! Seat back and relax! if they’re unable to process all applications, they will extend the deadline.
I understand extending the deadline again, is not good for those in need of a visa but what can they do? Drop the applications they
haven’t looked at?
Just wait for 29th, and do something else while you wait, computers are forbidden
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080411
at 1:29:31
Hi guys!
I have been a big fan of this forum for long time : ) Today I have something to share to you all. I’m the one among many who have
applied for master program in Sweden this year.
I have been informed in my studera.nu page that “You have made a late application for this course/programme” in every programme
I have applied for! I’m sure that I made my application before Febuary,15.
The things is last week I received message in my studera page saying that I am “unqualified” due to my application was not
sufficiently supported by officially certified documentation. After I got the message, I sent email to Studera to ask that which
documents are invalid and what actions I could do to support my application. I also told Studera that it is possible for studera to
missunderstand that my documents are not original.
Then, 2 days after I wrote email to Studera my studera page changed my status from “unqualified” to “application in process”.
But 2 days ago I have found new status in my studera page saying “not processed” with “you have made a late application!” I wrote
email to ask Studera, but no respond. So that I sent email to my first choice program, and they wrote me back telling me that my
transcript of record has not been sent directly from my university to Studera. That is why my application can not be processed further.
It’s my fault! At first I asked my university to send my record directly to Studera. But after I called someone in Studera to make sure
how should I send all document out and the answer was that “Send everything to Studera, Sort them in the same order as list. Put all
documents in the same envelope”, so that I asked my university to send my transcript to me instead. I just wanted to make sure that
everything was in the same envelope (also thinking that it would help Studera to organize documents)
Another thing is that I didn’t see any word in Studera page saying that trancsript must be sent directly from university. I must have
not read the instruction carefully.
Anyone has idea what should I do next? I guess there is nothing I can do now, except waiting for next year : (
Sorry if I make mess in this blog, as my post is kinda long. And sorry for my poor English T_T
Good luck to you all!
Edit Comment
By: pim on 20080411
at 1:32:55
@pim
I’m sorry to hear about your situation. I myself really do wish they would allow everyone to send the transcripts in the same package,
but say in a sealed envelope or some other way to verify it hasn’t been tampered with. I really didn’t like having my transcript getting
there one time out of my hands, but sadly that’s the way it is.
All is not lost, though your chances are slim for admission. Your application could still be assess and accepted if enough people don’t
take their offered spot in a given program. Otherwise, like you said, there is always next time around.
Anyway, I do wish you luck!
Edit Comment
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By: TJS on 20080411
at 2:03:10
@ all
any one whose application status got changed today or in couple of days back plz mention his her application no.
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 2:11:34
@Late applications
Applications that have been made in time within the first and the second round will be prioritized before late applications and late
incoming documents from the first as well as from the second round.
Applicants with late applications and/or late documents will most probably be notified late April.
-thats from Lund University
Edit Comment
By: Elle on 20080411
at 2:29:40
@TJS
The transcript I sent to Studera was in a sealed envelope. My university sent trenscript to me with other documents in another big
envelope. I didn’t open that sealed envelope, I sorted it in the big envelope that I sent to Studera. (hope I’m not confusing you)
Thanks for your word. I feel better, even if I know I will need to wait for the bext year. Or I will need to look for master programme
in other countries.
Wish you all the best : )
Edit Comment
By: pim on 20080411
at 2:35:09
i made my application on 30 jan on time
i send my documents on 7th feb they via dhl ther were in sweden in 11feb according to dhl track so they were also on time but VHS
send me confirmation on 12 march.
don t know what is happening. there is no late element in my application but still no change in my status application in process for
more than one month.
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 2:44:41
@Rahman
Dear be patient inshallah it will be changed soon. My application is also showing “in process” status. My documents were received
by studera on 18th feb and i applied on 30th Jan.
Edit Comment
By: Kamran on 20080411
at 3:17:27
@ Kamran
thats y bro i was asking abt application no if people mention their application no then i think we can guess where our application is
standing.
whats ur application no bro. and
if any one has got some changes plz mention ur application no. , university name and program
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
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at 3:47:57
@ ALL
Hello people. I discovered this post while trying to find out the meaning of MR (thanks google).
I just got some updates.
Stockholm University
1. SG: INT MR: 9 999 (Mkt., M. and Society.)
2. SG: INT MR: 9 997 (Int. Strategic M.)
Högskolan i Jönköping
6. SG: UTL MR: 959 (Innovation and B. Creation)
7. SG: UTL MR: 959 (Int. Comm.)
Still don’t have a clue of the meaning…
Good luck to everybody!
Edit Comment
By: Licona on 20080411
at 4:14:01
@pim
I think you’d better contact to the university and studera.nu again and explain your situation.
For communicating with studera.nu, making a phone call is a lot better. please don’t just wait.
Tel: 0046854551545
“don’t give up without trying, that’s too easy”
This site is quite helpful, but you’d better contact with the universities you’ve applied for and studera.nu when some problems occur.
I hope you a good luck!
Edit Comment
By: T on 20080411
at 6:27:43
@Niazi
For me, that message you posted, ‘Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than
the roll call, fulfil all specific requirements for the course’, means that I must complete my degree project before departing for
Sweden IF I get admitted. I am still working in my thesis and I must defend it before I ever get to Sweden, otherwise I’ll be in big
trouble!
In any other aspect, I do not think I am considered in disadvantage to other applicants.
I don’t know what your situation might be, though.
@Kamran
I think you’re being rather tactless sometimes, posting things that can be easily misinterpreted and that you probably didn’t mean. I
suggest you try looking at your own posts from other people’s angles, then maybe you’ll see why they reply to you the way they do.
And no, I do not think they’re being pessimistic, nor do I think I’m “showing my country’s culture”.
I insist, look at your message from other people’s angles, before hitting the submit button.
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080411
at 8:38:40
@Laneo9
I also applied on the unfinished degree so i try to think also like this
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080411
at 9:03:09
@TJS
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I have send them experience certificates plus recomadation letters, but I dont know why my application is rejected…
Edit Comment
By: Khateeb Ahmad on 20080411
at 9:11:00
@all
**Important email from chalmers:
Dear Student,
Regarding the MR=900 notification, your application is in the process of being evaluated. We will not be able to say anything more
than that before your admission notification will be official on the 29th of April on “Your pages” on http://www.studera.nu/english
Edit Comment
By: please on 20080411
at 11:19:27
@Kamran
Don’t be surprised if one day your application status will change to not processed. My package was also received by the 18th of
February. My status was in process for a month and it changed to not processed just within this week.
Edit Comment
By: Elle on 20080411
at 11:44:15
@Khateeb
if you have sent certified copies of all required documents, including for 2 years experience, then it may be the case that your
documents were not scanned properly or were ignored by BTH evaluator for some reason. You should get in touch with your
program coordinator and explain your situation.
Edit Comment
By: hatim on 20080411
at 11:47:31
@Licona
We have smth in common:
Stockholm University
1. SG: INT MR: 9 999 (Mkt., M. and Society.)
anybody knows whats the max MR for SU?
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 12:01:23
@Gpwell
Selection group INT means “quantity and quality of previous academic studies” - I read it on the Swedish version of studera.
MR - merit rating, the mysterious number, nobody seems to know for sure what it means and how important it is. I just know that
each university has a different maximum MR one can get. MR has something to do with our previous degrees.
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 12:10:18
@hatim
Thanks Brother..
Edit Comment
By: Khateeb Ahmad on 20080411
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at 12:10:44
@salty
when did ur application status changed I have also applied for same course but my application is still not processed and industrail
managment stands caceled
Edit Comment
By: Thomas on 20080411
at 12:19:50
@Thomas
For this Stockholm university program it changed today - after almost a month of “application in process”.
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 12:24:08
@salty
what was your application no.????
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 12:37:41
Today i got reply from SU in Master in International Strategic Management INT 9 997
& wht INT means u r right salty its
Quantity and quality of previous academic studies
so perhaps it can give u idea how lagging behind im

in this masterz

am i right in guessing ??
@salty
wht u think…m i ahead or u or behind u
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080411
at 12:37:43
@rahman
well, i really don’t think my appl. no. can help you somehow.
@Tuffy
to make some things clear - i didn’t apply for International Strategic Management program, only for the Marketing, Management and
Society, which is also my 1st priority, with MR 9999.
but anyway, i have no idea how important this 2 point difference would be even if we applied for the same courses. btw, you have the
same MR with Licona
don’t want to make any forecasts yet, but the fact that i have received a MR means at least that they have checked my docs and
everything is ok so far.
Tuffy, which priority you have for that program?
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 12:55:12
@Salty
Its amazing how you and I have the exact MR for the same programmes.
This is funny yet puzzling.
Edit Comment
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By: AB on 20080411
at 13:06:21
Well, following are the meanings of some Selection Groups in Swedish,
INT08 - Mastermeritvärde 08
ÖS - Övriga behöriga sökande, enh meritvärde
can anyone translate it …..
Edit Comment
By: AL on 20080411
at 13:24:56
@AL
here’s a trial
INT08 - Mastermeritvärde 08
INT08 - master qualification value 08
ÖS - Övriga behöriga sökande, enh meritvärde
ÖS - other competent applicant, merit value
Edit Comment
By: Bassel on 20080411
at 13:38:21
For your information, my SU is:
SG: INT
MR: 9 992
apply for Marketing, Management and Society.
Edit Comment
By: Doodoo on 20080411
at 14:00:39
Hi friends
i have applied for information security and ICT in KTH and SU.but from last one and half month my “application is in
process”.nothing is chnaged in status.i see KTH started to give SG and MG msges for differents courses.if any one is here who has
applied for ICT or infor security at KTh or SU plzzz tell me ur status has been changed or not.u got any reply from KTh or SU
regarding these courses.i will be really very very thankulf to you for ur reply.
Edit Comment
By: parry on 20080411
at 14:57:39
@parry
I have also applied for Information Security at SU and my application in on same stage as yours.
Edit Comment
By: Karim on 20080411
at 15:06:21
@ ALL
Does anybody care about accomodation in Sweden? Or it is too early to care abt it and I should wait untill my enrollment.
LEt’s share the ideas abt this.
Edit Comment
By: Daria on 20080411
at 15:30:36
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@Daria
All I know is as soon as I’m lucky enough to get admission I’m signing up to as many housing queues as I can. Getting housing
stockholm can be a nightmare, so I’ll be ready to take what I can get! Also, KTH is one of a couple of universities that tries to
provide housing for masters students. So, if I’m accepted there I’ll make sure to get my request in ASAP.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 15:49:24
@Daria
Well, it’s not early now. At least you’d better sign up in some housing website.
Edit Comment
By: Li on 20080411
at 16:10:56
Can anybody tell me who should I talk to in Stockholm university for my application ,I want to talk to handling officer of my case but
I dont whom should I talk I have applied to Stockholm university and to MDH ,MDH canceled thier course
Edit Comment
By: Thomas on 20080411
at 16:33:05
Unfortunately, universities all over the world have to play detective because of applicants submitting fake transcripts. Just today there
was an article on this subject in the New York Times. I can only image the amount of time Studera spends evaluating the authenticity
of foreign transcripts.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/10/education/10yale.html?ref=education
Edit Comment
By: Mister_E on 20080411
at 16:39:12
@Li
What’s up man, I just got my status from KTH changed in Sustainable Energy.
SG: MAAU ….. MR: 35
MAAU - Master alternativt urval
I tried to translate this “MAAU” thing and seems that we’ve been put in a list of alternative selection. Maybe some kind of reserve
list, I don’t know… I’m just guessing around.
Edit Comment
By: Levi on 20080411
at 16:49:51
Hi again, can any one know the procedure of admission to sweden, like all of u i made an application at studera and send documents
and they reached their on time,… can any one know the procedure after this….
and secondly any one about the amount of money we have to spent for this two year master programe… as there is no tuition fee, i
want to know about the living expensis etc… a detailed answer will be appreciated … thanks in advance…
Edit Comment
By: Nadir Khan on 20080411
at 17:09:31
@parry
I also applied to the Information and Communication Systems Security at KTH. Mine is still “application in process,” along with
another program I applied to at KTH.
I also applied to one at Chalmers but that was updated with a MR a few weeks ago.
Edit Comment
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By: Tim Z on 20080411
at 17:13:38
@Nadir Khan
If you’re not from the EU, like most of us here, you need to get a student permit (or visa, as you wish to call it).
See the page correspondent to your country at http://swedenabroad.com/ .
Basically the requirements are these:
- Being admitted in some university
- Having enough money to support you the whole of your studies (according to the embassy page for México, SEK 73,000.00 x 2
years = SEK 146,000.00 ~ 26,000 USD, give or take, because it’s been fluctuating lately).
You _must_ have all this money in a debit account in your name or you must have a grant/scholarship.
- If your studies last less than a year, medical insurance. If they last more than a year, you can apply for their social security,
however, I think it’s best if you have medical insurance for your arrival in case you slip on the ice when getting off the plane or on
your way to register with their social security
(all this info is interpreted from the Swedish Embassy page correspondent to México. The wording may change somewhat on other
embassy pages)
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080411
at 17:45:37
@Nadir Khan
If you’re not from the EU, like most of us here, you need to get a student permit (or visa, as you wish to call it).
See the page correspondent to your country at swedenabroad dot com .
Basically the requirements are these:
- Being admitted in some university
- Having enough money to support you the whole of your studies (according to the embassy page for México, SEK 73,000.00 x 2
years = SEK 146,000.00 ~ 26,000 USD, give or take, because it’s been fluctuating lately).
You _must_ have all this money in a debit account in your name or you must have a grant/scholarship.
- If your studies last less than a year, medical insurance. If they last more than a year, you can apply for their social security,
however, I think it’s best if you have medical insurance for your arrival in case you slip on the ice when getting off the plane or on
your way to register with their social security
(all this info is interpreted from the Swedish Embassy page correspondent to México. The wording may change somewhat on other
embassy pages)
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080411
at 17:46:50
A good source for converting currencies is located at
xe dot com/ucc/
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080411
at 17:48:46
@Nadir Khan
All of that info is available on the various universities websites…check out the side bar on KTH’s website and it should provide all
the info you need.
http://www.kth.se/studies/master?l=en
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 17:49:03
@Daria, TJS & Li
By signing up, you’re only making more difficult for those who have a real need of a house right now and then…
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It’s been said, that we shouldn’t be signing up until we get an answer from Studera.
I understand your concerns, I am too, but we should do thing step after step… and the next tep is 29th, April, until then… it’s a waste
of time (those we run the service also waste time by handling our application and then throwing it away…
Edit Comment
By: William on 20080411
at 17:53:30
One last comment on the visa stuff:
- 2 recent pictures, “passport size”
- Passport, original and two copies. The passport must not expire in less than 3 months from your estimated last day in Sweden.
- Application form from migrationsverket dot se
- The permit takes from 8 to 10 weeks
- It costs 1000 SEK
- Some documents require photocopies. DO read your Swedish Embassy page!
@William
I agree, I think we should wait for definite admission before clogging the housing queues
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080411
at 18:03:33
@All, William, Lanjoe9
You don’t effect the housing queue by being on it…you earn credit days so once you do NEED to apply for housing you have a better
chance at actually getting a place. Until you actually book your interest in a place it effects no one else on the system. Also, the
housing queues for student housing are independent from those for the general public for MOST agencies. And for those looking in
Stockholm the only one non-swedes can sign up for currently is SSSB.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 18:13:59
@William, Daria, TJS, LI and others
Signing up in a queue does no harm to those who are looking for housing right now. Check all the available information on housing at
your uni’s web page, there are often links and some useful info about accommodation. The situation could differ by uni and by city.
For those, who plan to study in Stockholm, sign up in http://www.sssb.se - the chance to get a room in student buildings managed by
sssb depends on how long you have been listed in their queue. That does not mean you have to sign up for a particular apartment or
room - they just count the no. of days you are registered in their system.
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 18:15:47
TJS
i’m writing slower than you
Edit Comment
By: salty on 20080411
at 18:16:34
@salty
Haa yea I’ve had that happen to me as well…been beaten to the punch so to say!
@All
Yea it seems once we are over the hurdle of getting in…we get to face the visa and housing hurdle..so I have a feeling this wonderful
blog will make another evolution…
And on that note just wanna say thanks to Andrei for being our gracious host for this madness =)
Edit Comment
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By: TJS on 20080411
at 18:25:22
@Licona, salty
My Studera account has also posted:
Stockholm University
SG: INT MR: 9 997 (Int. Strategic M.)
Please let me know what you find out
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080411
at 18:54:42
The MR has changed from 200 to 900 for Lund’s food science ,does any body know what 900 means?
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080411
at 19:06:36
Hey everyone, this is my first post, normally just read comments.
applied for 1)information and comm systems security
2)internetworking in KTH. my status jst changed 3 weeks ago from unqualified to application in progress, but since then no
progress,….no MR of 9997 ,just “in progress”anyone apply for these courses in KTH too………..pls lift my spirits, am i on course?
thanks
Edit Comment
By: Zino on 20080411
at 19:13:27
@lanjoe9
regarding the visa, if you are from the USA (each country has a different policy so check with your local consulate) you MUST have
insurance prepaid for the entire duration of your studies. This can, at times, prove difficult as most international insurance agencies
will only insure for one year at a time and offer renewable coverage. Obviously it is important to check with your local consulate if
you are coming from a country other than the USA, but for all of you out there from the USA just keep that in mind.
Edit Comment
By: fernando on 20080411
at 19:15:09
@zeinab
900 means 900 these are the secret no which no one knows what they are
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 19:16:43
@fernando, lanjoe9
I’m from the US and if accepted, I plan to use traveler’s insurance. It’s about $30 per month.
Hope this helps.
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080411
at 19:25:01
Now it was my understanding that if your studies were a year or more you didn’t have to provide proof? I was already planning on
arranging something anyway..but wasn’t so concerned with proving it….
Edit Comment
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By: TJS on 20080411
at 19:33:01
If you’re staying more than one year, you don’t need proof.
I’ve applied for one & two year programs so my final decision will dictate the insurance requirements.
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080411
at 19:39:44
@Erik
I was curious to as how you were handling the funding situation? All FAFSA?
I just emailed the consulate about how the proof of two years of funding for the visa might be handled…if showing you would be
eligible for Federal Aid the whole time would be good enough. If not, since the max is $20500 for grad FAFSA, there would be a gap
of about $6000 to hit the min of 7300SEK for the two years…
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 19:55:26
Great question.
I’m still figuring that out.
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080411
at 20:14:09
I may have to consider outside funding from a private lender.
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080411
at 20:32:58
@All
Hi,Should I consider my chance of getting admission is slim or even lost because my status remained “Not Processed” since 2 months
ago?
Game is over?
is there anybody else in my situation here?
Edit Comment
By: Kamu on 20080411
at 21:09:07
@Erik
We’ll have to keep in touch about that because I;m unsure how that’s going to work for me as well. Especially considering that there
is no tuition fee…I’m worried how I’ll submit info on cost of living and so on…because everyone I’ve talked to in Stockholm said
that the 7300SEK is FAR from enough to make it in that city. And its hard to gauge the costs without actually going through it..so I’m
hoping FAFSA will just offer the max as I’m and independent and so on….I’d rather have more than I need and not use it than not
enough.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 22:23:54
@all
!!! IMPORTANT !!!
Soon (meaning in some weeks) I will close down these pages. But sooner (meaning in some days) I will close the comments.
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I am slowly moving elsewhere with my blog, and I want to improve the communication as well. The discussions here have
been more than welcome, but we all know that “blogorum” (blog+forum) is not the best way to handle this.
Therefore, I have created a Facebook Page.
You will need to create a Facebook account, but I can tell you that in case you will be accepted to a Swedish University, you
will create one anyway since Swedish students generally keep in touch mainly through Facebook.
The other options, like Google/Yahoo/etc groups would have implied the same - to have a Google/Yahoo/etc account, but that
would be worthless in the long run, and don’t provide a community-like framework. Please believe that I tried finding the
best option here.
So, just head on to the Facebook page, create a Facebook account (or log in if you have one) and then you can also “Become a
Fan” of that Facebook page, which practically means you will subscribe to it (quick link from your profile, and ability to
receive related notifications).
In good faith,
Andrei
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080411
at 22:54:31
@Andrei
That’s a good idea…I was actually think about this the other day…finding some way to facilitate this in a more organized
manner…or via a platform meant for our purposes…I’ll be joining up shortly…
Thanks again!
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080411
at 23:01:25
@Andrei Neculau
plz wait for april29
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 23:03:40
@all
any one applied for wireless communication at Lund university got some changes in the status ?????
mine is still application in process
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080411
at 23:05:48
@Licona
Interesting atleast v r in same group in SU
i got in
Innovation & Buz Creating UTL 818 Jonkoping
&
International Strag. MGT INT 9,997 SU
so wht u say now
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080412
at 2:59:01
@All
Does anyone apply to SU’s Master Programme in Comparative and International Education?
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Mine is still in progress and how about yours?
Cheers!!!
Edit Comment
By: Vris on 20080412
at 4:33:58
@ Tuffy
@ ALL
SEE YOU ON FACEBOOK!
Edit Comment
By: LICONA on 20080412
at 5:44:46
For all of you applying to SU, I have applied to both Intl. Manag. and Marketing and have received the exac t info as you guys, so I
want to beleive that we’re still in the game!! If you get any more info please post it!!!
Edit Comment
By: SWAC on 20080412
at 5:55:48
Ha ha, I’ve been trying to avoid facebook for ages, having signed up already at hi5 (”one is enough”).
Oh well, it is inevitable then
See you on facebook
Edit Comment
By: lanjoe9 on 20080412
at 6:00:24
for only this, again I reactivate my FB account! sigh!
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080412
at 6:17:42
@Rahman
I also applied for wireless communication at Lund university and still the application is in process.
Edit Comment
By: Karim on 20080412
at 7:16:10
@T
hope it’s not too late to say THANK YOU
Edit Comment
By: pim on 20080412
at 8:58:48
PLEASE remember that the discussions will move to a Facebook Discussion Board - here
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080412
at 10:01:45
Dear Friends,
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I have the following status in my application, I m confused what does it mean….
Chalmers University of Technology
SG MR
INT08 100
Göteborg University,
SG MR
HV 220
Växjö universitet,
SG MR
MA08 500
Other Universities status in Under Process…
Any Idea Please….
Edit Comment
By: Bangash on 20080412
at 12:28:12
@all
Any one applied for
Internetworking and ICT at KTH got some status change mine is still in process
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080412
at 12:42:52
@Zino,rahman
i hav also apply in KTh for infor security,ICT and internetworking but no change in status.application is in process from last one and
half month
Edit Comment
By: parry on 20080412
at 14:16:31
@parry
perry did u recieve any msg any msg from kth
Edit Comment
By: rahman on 20080412
at 14:41:43
Hi every one.
One of my priority has changed status MR=999 and SG=ÖS. Keenly looking forward ur response.
Edit Comment
By: ali on 20080412
at 18:14:51
@Bangash . Hi. I have also applied to
Växjö universitet,
SG MR
MA08 500
This means that you are eligible or qualified and will be in the selection for the
programme. What is remaining is selection results.
Congrats.
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Edit Comment
By: Kho on 20080413
at 0:13:23
@Caribbean, Bangash . Which pgrmz did you apply at Vax. Would send me your emails if you don’t mind. This is my mail bag:
itgmw@yahoo.com I have also applied to Vax.
Cheers
Edit Comment
By: Kho on 20080413
at 0:36:12
@rahman
ya i hav got msg from kth only in infor security course that i fullfill all the course requirements.nothing else.i got this msg one and
half month ago.after that no msg no chnage in status.have u receive such type of msg or not.
Edit Comment
By: parry on 20080413
at 3:51:16
well well
im not at all willing 2join Facebook…

this is lot better and faster medium than of facebook so its bye from Tuffy to all

@few (they knw wid whome im talking)
plz stop taking tension, i’ve requested u many times, u’ll get update soon, but still u :)) so b happy n keep enjoying okkk
lemme share my yahoo id, in case sm1 want to talk furtur, its
live_4_u_r_self
so bbye n gud luck to all, i wish all of us b in sweden, n few my univ or even course mates
Edit Comment
By: Tuffy on 20080413
at 4:38:42
@tuffy
I’m sorry to hear that. I was already aware that some people will not be keen to join Facebook, yet on the other hand nobody is keen
to create a new account due to a discussion group and the Facebook page is by far more valuable than a Google Discussion Group.
BUT
If you mean no thread commenting and me creating another blog page every 3 weeks or so and reading through all the worries of
everyone… and you call this “a better and faster medium”, then I’m sorry to tell you I beg to differ.
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080413
at 9:19:02
i have also applied in INternetworks and Info sec at KTH and no response uptill now.
Edit Comment
By: sameer on 20080413
at 12:16:30
!!! REMINDER !!!
PLEASE remember that the discussions will move to a Facebook Discussion Board - here
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080413
at 16:39:53
I have a question that will open up old wound.
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I have used DHL to send my documents. And DHL ended up saying “delivery has been set up. expect no further details” once the
documents arrived in Stockholm, and when they were transfered to the Swedish Post Office to get delivered to Strömsund. I only got
the real confirmation by SMS, due to signing up for phone confirmation.
Can you tell me what happened with other courier services? UPS, FedEx?
How did the tracking page let you know of your documents’ status? Delivery confirmation?
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080413
at 23:57:17
@ Andrei … I used TnT service and my documents was received in Strömsund in 5 days. The online status was updated, but without
the name of the recipient. I was able to call the local TnT office and get the confirmation and person name who received my
documents.
@Kho … I applied for the Masters in Information Systems program (my 6th choice)
PS: When will the posting on this page stop? I agree that this is a good forum, since it shows up when you do a google (it’s how I
found it anyway)
Edit Comment
By: Caribbean on 20080414
at 4:08:41
@Andrei
I used DHL, they received the docs in third day!
Edit Comment
By: Saikat on 20080414
at 4:41:03
@Andrei
I and my university used Fedex to send the documents. Each time it was Fedex who delivered them and it showed who had signed for
them, where they were handed off (front desk/reception) and at what time.
Edit Comment
By: TJS on 20080414
at 7:06:49
My Stockholm University Status Updated..What does it mean
Master Programme in Computer and Systems Sciences
Stockholm University,
Stockholm
SG MR
INT 9 990
Edit Comment
By: Bangash on 20080414
at 11:09:42
Thanks Andrei for this information resourcxe page,i’m a Nigeria applicate for the LLM in LAw and IT @ the Stockholm University.I
sent in my applications as reqiure and got a confirmation from VHS.The problem is that till now i’m getting unqualified and specific
requirements in my profile with an inbox that sya all my doc have been sent out to the issuing institution for verification and that
further processing will depend on their answers.And i took the TOEF and saw my results on line on the 7th of March,problem is i
dont know any more.Can sumone help me here,i know this is coming rather late.
Edit Comment
By: chuke on 20080414
at 11:22:41
@Kho
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Thanks…….
Edit Comment
By: Bangash on 20080414
at 12:33:06
@Bangash,
As it was said above you have nothing to worry about. All process is going smoothly and you are eligable for programs which you
have merit rating.
I am also applied for Växjö & Göteborg and have the same merit ratings (MA08: 500 & HV: 220).
As I understood you have also applied for SE&M related programs?
Edit Comment
By: Svr77 on 20080414
at 12:49:06
Thanks for you delivery information, guys!
——New Information
I wrote some more content to summarize the “aftermath” up til the end of the admission round
Click here to read !!
——!!! REMINDER !!!
PLEASE remember that the discussions will move to a Facebook Discussion Board - here
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080414
at 13:14:56
@Andrei
I used TNT. My package delivered in 4 days and they showed who had signed for it.
My package Details
Reference
Pick up date 04 Feb 2008
Destination Stromsund
Delivery Date 09:00, 08 Feb 2008
Signatory Madeleine Ronnquist
Date Time Location Status
08 Feb 2008 09:00 Orebro Delivered
06 Feb 2008 07:38 Orebro Onforwarded For Delivery
06 Feb 2008 07:35 Orebro Import Received
06 Feb 2008 00:28 Liege Euro Hub Consignment Received At Transit Point
05 Feb 2008 10:12 Frankfurt Airport Consignment Received At Transit Point
05 Feb 2008 02:28 Cairo Shipped From Originating Depot
05 Feb 2008 00:11 Cairo Consignment Received At Transit Point
Edit Comment
By: Young Red Rabbit on 20080414
at 13:25:55
Orkut……….
is there any orkut community where we can discuss it………..I do not use facebook…
Edit Comment
By: Bangash on 20080414
at 16:37:49
@Bangash
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No, I’m afraid, and the following link will tell you why:
http://siteanalytics.compete.com/orkut.com+facebook.com+hi5.com/?metric=uv
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080414
at 17:49:41
@andrei
god! only 11 working days left..and all of my programs are still ‘not processed’
VHS informed me tht my documents are yet to be scanned:S
i really dnt get how they will make it on 29th…
every time i call them they tell me the same thing in different ways…and tht is to wait till 29th..
i am just so annoyed
any gud advice?
Edit Comment
By: miki on 20080414
at 17:52:44
@Young Red Rabbit
Thank you very much for the details. I have included the information and will most surely turn out useful for others.
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080414
at 17:53:47
Here is my UPS tracking information from the US:
2/12/2008 DELIVERED SE
2/12/2008 DRIVER LOAD BROMMA, SE
2/12/2008 OUT FOR DELIVERY BROMMA, SE
2/11/2008 DRIVER LOAD BROMMA, SE
2/11/2008 THE ADDRESS IS IN A REMOTE AREA AND DELIVERIES ARE NOT MADE DAILY BROMMA, SE
2/11/2008 OUT FOR DELIVERY BROMMA, SE
2/11/2008 IMPORT SCAN BROMMA, SE
2/8/2008 HUB SCAN KOELN (COLOGNE), DE
2/8/2008 HUB SCAN KOELN (COLOGNE), DE
2/7/2008 UNLOAD SCAN PHILADELPHIA, PA US
2/7/2008 ARRIVAL SCAN PHILADELPHIA, PA US
2/7/2008 DEPARTURE SCAN ONTARIO, CA US
2/6/2008 ARRIVAL SCAN ONTARIO, CA US
2/6/2008 DEPARTURE SCAN MATHER, CA US
Edit Comment
By: Erik on 20080414
at 20:51:07
Thanks, Erik!
——New Information
I wrote some more content to summarize the “aftermath” up til the end of the admission round
Click here to read !!
——!!! REMINDER !!!
PLEASE remember that the discussions will move to a Facebook Discussion Board - here
Edit Comment
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By: Andrei Neculau on 20080415
at 9:03:47
I have applied for Masters in Information Systems
related subjects in KTH, and Stockholm University
and only one course selection has MR = 33 at KTH
and all other have status as “Application in Process”
What does this MR reflects … ?
I also have 10 invisible messages … :confused:
How can i contact studera for any further details and inquiries …
Thanx for all the info. shared so far …
Edit Comment
By: Fraz on 20080418
at 21:21:41
Regarding SG and MR, read this
http://andreineculau.com/blog/2008/04/studeranu-aftermath/3/
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080419
at 10:23:19
@Andrei Neculau
Thanx for ur link it was very helpul …
but i m still wondering that what is the use of this MR if it deos not reflects anything why it is exposed by studera to the candidates …
?
Edit Comment
By: Fraz on 20080419
at 14:44:16
Hello everone!
After receiving many many rubbish and confusing messages in studera, today they informed me that i have not been admitted for my
2nd and 5th choice and my application “will be deleted” but today (saturday) i received this message for my first choice:
“Your eligibility for this course is conditional. In order to take this course you must, no later than the roll call, fulfil all specific
requirements for the course.”
SG: INT08
Mr: 24
Anyway, i think this message has been sent to many people under their first choice and , althogh i haven`t call the university yet, i am
sure that the university has not posted it…
Does any one know more about this?
Edit Comment
By: َ◌Alireza on 20080419
at 18:52:17
@ Alireza
My yahoo id is nastaran_1995@yahoo.com.I wanna ask u some questions about the weird numbers ..please add me to ur messenger
list for future contact(Irani hasti dige??nagu ke nisti)
Edit Comment
By: Nastaran on 20080419
at 23:12:00
I applied for UG courses.
My MR is (15,25) and SG is BG in all programmes. It is also written that u r exempted from basic requirements.
Do i have any chances
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Edit Comment
By: NUSTIAN on 20080420
at 12:16:05
my MR was 200 at first and than it became 900 and I just received a welcome email from lund university.
yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
does anybody here know how we can search for a house there?
Edit Comment
By: zeinab on 20080420
at 15:27:59
!!! IMPORTANT !!!
If you want a better admission system to Swedish universities, then please sign a petition!!!
http://andreineculau.com/blog/2008/04/studeranu-petition/
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080420
at 17:35:49
hello zeinab
I first congratulate you that u have been accepted at Lund.
I have applied for Lund also and I have MR of 999.
I was wondering what program did u apply for and what was ur Group on studera.
Also do u have account on Facebook
Edit Comment
By: KK on 20080420
at 19:23:18
Hi, Hope every one will be fine, can any one translate the following for me because the swedish to english online conversions donot
reflect true meanings, and importantly if ay one can provide a bit of explanation about these.Thanks in advance.
Förekommande urvalsgrupper
AU - Alternativt urval GRP1 - Urvalsgrupp 1 HV - Akademiska poäng inom ämne INT08 - Mastermeritvärde H08 ÖS - Övriga
behöriga sökande, enh meritvärde
Edit Comment
By: Aakash Ahmad on 20080421
at 6:45:16
i cant able to find this discussion at face book
how to find this discussion at face book
any one can help me
Edit Comment
By: Niazi on 20080421
at 9:33:50
@niazi and others
http://www.facebook.com/pages/studeranu-National-Admissions-to-Higher-Studies-in-Sweden/31300055244
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080421
at 11:27:00
congratulations zeinab.. i am from lund and i can tell you its a wonderful city… hope to see u there, i have applied for masters in
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finance.
Edit Comment
By: abdullah on 20080422
at 16:50:25
Hello Every one!
ive applied to KTH and my documents is
Under assessment…
ive recieved a message before that:You have indicated that you have applied for a course/programme at http://www.studera.nu before. Unfortunately, there is no record
of your previous application in our system. You have to submit a new application package. If you fail to do this, your application will
not be considered. (If you are currently studying at a Swedish university; Please send a Ladok transcript as well.) As the deadline was
1 February your application may be considered as a late application. Still, late applications will be considered for some programmes.
This should all be sent to: University Studies in Sweden FE 1 SE-833 83 Stromsund, Sweden. Last date for submitting documents:
March 15, 2008
Regarding this message ive been in SG –MAAU and MR 18….
Kindly tell me whats the reason behind…have my documents reached in time??…and what does this msg inidicates, i mean the SG
and MR….m i under process??
Edit Comment
By: Faiza on 20080423
at 19:13:42
hi
i thought i was the onlu one freaked out but after viewing ur shitty msgs, i wud advice to chill out n wait for the final decision which,
if not changed again, will b out by may 8..in the mean time,do some u tubing n watch come movies…
btw,i have MR 500 n SG MA08 n i m a brilliiant student ;), so guys n gals keep ur breath for 3 cheers…..ok me gona peace out n
chill buddys…
Edit Comment
By: Qasim on 20080425
at 20:57:46
Hi everyone
I have also digits at below my Merit Rating. So I called university(jönköping) and I asked meaning of this number. My number is
636.
Here is the answer; If your all documents are suitable for Jönköping they take you a number between 1-1000. So 1 is the worst and
1000 is the best it’s quite simple. So I asked mine which is 636. 636 means “second selection group”. And aslo my SR is UTL. UTL
means I am international master candidate.
Important Note: This information is only for Jönköping University. I don’t know other universities numbering system. So best way to
learn call the uni. It’s the trustworthy method to learn.
Good Luck Everyone
Edit Comment
By: cihan on 20080426
at 19:07:05
hello every body!
Can i ask you what your selection group(SG) for kth programs is?!
i got sg:MAAU and mr:21.
I havent seen anybody from kth that he have a different SG from MAAU yet !!
Edit Comment
By: yashar on 20080427
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at 12:29:19
@yashar - read http://andreineculau.com/blog/2008/04/studeranu-aftermath/3/
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080427
at 14:00:09
@andrei
Thanks for your attention,
I have seen this link before.
I think MAAU is MASTER ALTERNATIVT URVAL (in sweddish) which means MASTER ALTERNATIVE SELECTION.
but the problem is that, is every body in ALTERNATIVE SELECTION GROUP?!!
Edit Comment
By: yashar on 20080428
at 9:59:21
hello everyone. i have applied for masters in rural development and sustainable development at the swedish university of agricultural
sciences. my selection group is AU and my MR is 1. can anyone explain to me wat this means. thanx
Edit Comment
By: azeez on 20080428
at 13:56:17
The specific requirement is not fulfilled: Bachelor of Science degree (or equivalent) in an engineering subject or in computer science.
Courses in computer science, computer engineering or electrical engineering of at least 90 credits, including thesis. Courses in
mathematics of at least 30 credits or including calculus, linear algebra and transform methods.
i did got this message in one of the courses i applied for halmstad university and in the bottom come this one
Your messages/queries
* We regret to inform you that your application does not meet with the requirements for admission. - You do not fulfil the
requirement of earlier studies at least up to a level corresponding to three years of study at a Swedish university, i e a Bachelor’s
degree equivalent to a Swedish Kandidatexamen (180 HE credits) from an internationally recognised university (according to
Unesco). Sincerely, Admissions Office
what it means,that it is for the processed course or for all the courses?
Edit Comment
By: Mirel on 20080429
at 4:50:27
I like to know the chances of getting adm,
I got MR 800 for 2 programs at Skovde, Moreover 180 for Sodertornshogskola, SG HPAV,
Pls let me know if anybody knows my progress.
Edit Comment
By: Thomas on 20080429
at 7:14:20
Hello Everybody,
I find one thing in terms of MR which is that each university has different point system.If v go through BTH for water sustainability
,are able to find 6 is max pnts. These 6 pnts v get through Accadamic qualification ,Statement of purpose, & project work related to
selected course, exp, etc…Some universities ask 2 reference letters too. So as far as the universities are concerned they give MR not
only with academic basis but also the documents v submitted before the deadline. So dont get confused untill the notification date
May 8 if .
Edit Comment
By: Thomas on 20080429
at 7:41:15
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– To all –
Regarding MR and chances to get admitted, read
http://andreineculau.com/blog/2008/04/studeranu-aftermath/3/
Also, please become aware of the fact that discussions on this topic have moved to Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/pages/studeranu-National-Admissions-to-Higher-Studies-in-Sweden/31300055244
Edit Comment
By: Andrei Neculau on 20080429
at 9:53:04
My status has been changed at studera …
I applied in two courses in KTH and two in
Stockholm and i applied for one course in VAXJO
Current Status is:
==============================
1 KTH-E0901 MAAU 32
Master (Two Years), Engineering and Management of Information Systems
2 KTH-E0903 MAAU 33
Master (Two Years), Information and Communication Systems Security
3 SU-43222 - Cancelled
Master Programme in Systems Analysis
4 SU-43226 - Cancelled
Master Programme in Systems Development
5 VXU-86703 MA08 500
Master Programme in Information Systems
=============================
What does this cancelled staus means against my course selections at stockholm … :confused:
Edit Comment
By: Fraz on 20080501
at 11:27:47
hi zainab,
for housing you can mail me at:
yousafmahboob@hotmail.com
and i can arrange for you
Edit Comment
By: yousaf on 20080501
at 22:11:29
wat does LUMAS 1 n LUMAS 999 stands for?
any clue….n shall i pre-register myself for housing on uni housing page?
Edit Comment
By: Qasim on 20080503
at 16:14:15
Aslam Alekum Qasim;
Each uni has different SG and MR rules.
KTH has 52 highest MR; Halmstd has 1300 highest MR;KI has 15 highest MR;Lund has 999 highest MR;Orebro has 999 highest
MR and so on.
SG is also useful to predict something about your MR.
MR=999 with SG=DA means you have been accepted without any doubt.
MR=999 with SG=OS/PG etc means you have been considered as eligible candidate but decision has to be taken.
For example You applied to programme XYZ which has 10 places.
Admission commitee found 15 candidates as eligible and assign them MR=999.
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Here the final decision will be based on gender (some uni prefer female) and your previous academic background. If you have
excellent academic record then other candidates, you will receive admission letter but in case you don’t have a good academics then
you will be asked to wait for 2nd round of admission and if any place is not accepted by admitted candidate then you will be offered
that vacant seat.
Many people who got MR=999 but SG=DA have received admission letters from universities( allthough officially admissions will be
announced on 8th) but SG=DA is a something very special case and DA stand for Direct Admission.
If you got OS at Uppsala then you will have to wait till 8th as I can’t say anything about this selection groups just I can translate OS
as “Eligible without merit based evaluation”
You should conclude from above facts about your selection group. Perform pray regularly and do pray for all of us too.
Here you can get better idea about MR of Lund university.
http://qp.jur.lu.se/QuickPlace/mp/PageLibraryC125722600657D01.nsf/h_Toc/04ee2ab86e1c4d14c1257236003a18ce/?OpenDocument
Take care
Edit Comment
By: Dr. Kamran Ahmed on 20080504
at 0:25:50
@Kamran
assalam u alaikum
thx for ur detailed msg n tha link u pasted…according to it,i have been accepted at Lund but i havent got any welcome e mail…no
worries…wat is gud 4 me will come to me at any cost….n surely i will opary 4 u all….
allah hafiz
Edit Comment
By: Qasim on 20080504
at 20:40:31
Hi Guys,
I got this message added(when i log into swedish version of studera)and I hope we will get this sort of message in english on May
08(offcourse everybodys will have a different message).
Förekommande urvalsgrupper
GRP1 - Urvalsgrupp1
INT08 -MastermeritvärdeH08
LTHMS - LTH Masterprogram
MAAU - Master alternativt urval .
Can anyone tell what It means?
Edit Comment
By: Mr J on 20080504
at 22:52:56
hi,
if nay one of you ppl recieved Lund SG other than LUMAS n MR greater than 999?
Edit Comment
By: Qasim on 20080505
at 9:15:10
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